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3.
DIRECTORATE B
Principal priorities and objectives
I. The scope of social and denographic statlstics ls wlde and the subJect
matter heterogeneous. Ehe alm of the dlrectorate is to cpnbine a
minimum service across the array of subjects on whlch Lnformatlon is
denanded wlth a rrnre comprehensLve service in those subJact areast
which are of general lmportance, such as populatlon and eryloyment,prices, or of topical poHcy Lnterest such as unenplolznent or
statistics of nanpower ln the steel industry. In order that serl€s nay
be related to one another and colryarability inproved, eff,orts are also
made to present the statistics in a coherent way by the use of
standard nomenclatures and breakdowns and by slmchronlsation.
2. The hanronlsation of national statlstics wherever posslble ls aprinary objective and an ongoJ.ng task for rcst working groups. Where
harnonisation is not possibLe, say because national statLstLcs derive
from widely differing national leglslation or administratlvepractices, as for example, registered unenplolment, the obJectLve Ls
to coordinate, that is, to l-ryrove cor"parability to tlre extentpossible and to document the dlfferences so that users are aware of
the linitations to comparabillty.
The increaslng user demand for social and dercgraBhlc statlstics
experieneed over the last two or three years as a result of ttre
economic sltuation is likely to continue throughout the ilerlod c.overedby this programme. This growth l"n the use of statistLce has led to
demands for an increase ln the scope agreed but stilr to be reallzedin some countries of some series (e.g. enplolment in servicee) and for
the uraking good of gaps in others (e.g. rcre frequent rep,ortlng ofyouth unenplolment). ltbove all, however, it has led to insistent
demands for nore timely, nore frequent, and rcre reLiable Lnformatlon.
A good deaL has already been achieved partlcularly where Lmprovement
has been nainly within the control of EUROSTAT. The rcst obvlous
examples have been nore, better and faster rcnthly and rapid
information bulletins, widely welcomed by a1l types of uger. There
have been other less obvious achLevements. These l-nclude in earnings
statistics the streanllning and ratLonarisation of survey foms (e.g.
harrnonlsation of the questLonnaLre for labour cost surveys in the iron
and steel industry, unifomity of classl.fLcations applJ.ed in aI1
surveys carrj-ed out under the corfirnr:nlty system of wages gtatistlcs)
and procedures, increased use of cRoNos, i-lq>rovements of computerprogranmes.for contror of qualJ.ty, the faster generatLon'of tabres and
the presentatlon of photo-ready c€py. DrrlnE the period of thlgprograflme there wlIl be a slgrntficant increase ln the volume of social
statistics available on data banks. A special cttoNos fteld will be
opened for emplolruent statistLcs and should be operatLonaL earry Ln
the programme period. At the same time, studies for the deveropnent of
a more general structural data bank for social statistLcs will be
carrled out, begi:rnlng with employrent datar particurarly from the
Labour Force Survey.
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bThere are" horrerrer, linits to what EUROSTAT can achieve on its own.
Much remal.ns to be done bottr at national and EUROSTAT-Level in the
identlflcation of the cauges of delays. In some tnstances, delays in
the transtBission of social stattstics to EITROSTAT, particularly survey
data are mUch greater than lrculd be accepted for national pur5rcses and
sonetimes ttre quallty ls not aII that it should be. This much reduces
the utllity of the surveys for policy preparation and lndeed for all
users.
sURosTAT, in consultatlon with the working groups aims so secure
inprovement by setting as prlnclpal general obJectLves in the social-
field:(a) improvenent l-n tinellness, particularly of response and hence l-n
speed of dissemination(b) improvement in the quality of data(c) the maklng good of gaps ln data where these hamper the presen-
tation of breakdowns on a CoununJ-ty level .
In subject matter areas' enplolment is a top priority- Continued
efforfg wil-l be made to improve the quality of and speed access to
manpower statl.stics; the develo;xnent of a data bank, as described
above, will be an iurportant part of these efforts. The level of
unemplolnnent is one of tJre greatest problems facing the Comunity both
generally and in specific sectors. The appropriate high level
Committees (Council , Standing Comlttee on Emplolment; CECA Consul-
tative Conmittee) have denanded better and faster infotmation as well
as better and more detalled analyses of existing data. Considerable
attentLon is already devoted in the emplolment fleld to special
gfoupFr for example, young people and their transition from schooL to
working llfe. A seminar or "workshop" ls planned for late Autunn l-981
on "the measurement of emplolment and unemplolment for Conmunity
purposes". A maJor objective of the seml-nar will be to determine
users' priorities to monltor the further developnent of labour market
information.
The biennial Conununlty sample suwey of the labour force ls widely
regarded as the best conparative infornatlon available and ls
increaslngly used for poLicy pUrPoses. However, the eighteen months or
longer delay between the collectlon of the data and its publicatlon
serrously reduces lts value. It wLll also be necessary to monitor the
quality of data from tlre point of view of comparabillty.
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o Betri/een 1982 and 1984 the handling and presentaLion of data from
the censuses of populatlon w111 be a maJor task. fn other subject
areas, for example, school education, health and housLng, the objec-
tlves will be to maintain a minimum service.
10. In the field of wages and salary statistics, the Courmunity integrated
system of statj-stics of wages and labour costs, which comprises
triennial labour cost surveys, occasional surveys of the structure of -
earnings and short period (six-nonthly) statistics. At a semlnar on
the system in the Autumn t98O there r^las some conflict between suppliers
and users, that is, some demands for less to be supplied and some for
no change in the service. However, there were general denands for
more timely and more frequent infomation; also it was clear that
there lrere new developnents in some national statistical surveys.
EUROSTAT proposes to maintain the established timetable for short period
and labour cost statistics while engaging in a prograrfine of research on
the extent t0 which lighter and more regular surveys night subEtitute
for the heavier surveys.
11. In the field of social protection statistics, the principal priority
concerns Lhe completion of the methodology concerning receipts and
expenditures (ESSPROSS-Part I) with regard to capital transactions
and fiscal benefits. In addition, a maJor priorlty over tlte next few
years concerns the development, within the scope of certain functions,
of Part II of ttre ESSPROS-rethodology relating to numbers of persons
protected and benefits. Ilere the maln objective ls to set up a
regular system of data collection simllar to the one existing for
Part f.
L2. In the field of purchasi-ng power parlties the main effort wiII be
put on the annual calculation of these parities and real values of
national accounts aggregates.
After the exploitation of the l98O benchmark surveys, a system will
be worked out of corilcining the results of annual price surveyst
the use of price indices and the application of updated weightlng
information in order to calculate the most appropriate parities, on a
global as well as on a more detailed level of aggregation.
$
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br3. Ttre future work progranme will ain f,or the regular dlssenlnation of
statistlce of prices of coryarable products in the various countries.
Within the Connunlty thts ls a fleld for whlch EUROSTAT' l-n colla-
boration with ttre National StatLstl-cal Offices, is soleLy responsibJ.e.
A4y other co@lsgion servlces proposLng to carry out prlce surveys for
statigtLcal pUnloses are e:rpected to dlscuss thelr proJects fLrat with
EUBQ8$AT ln prder to ensure consistency wLth the latterrs progratme.
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: Mr van der WEERDEN, Adviser
TITLE: Common Index (Articles 64 and 65 of the
Council Regulation 259 / 68)
PROJECT NUMBER: BOIOI
Staff Regulations,
1. TNTRODUCTTON:
The generar purpose of the work is to provide a basts for ttre up-dating by council of the salarl"es of the staff of the Europeaninstitutions who are stationed in unny countries bottr in and outside
Europe. There are tllo main elernents: the first is to compare purchasingpower and to follow pri.ce rcverents, the second to follow trends ln
salaries and in salaries in real terns of national clvil servants in
meriber countries,
EURogTAT's first activitles in this fierd date fron 1959 when
EURogrAT, at the reguest of the A&ninistration, executed price-
enquiries in a nunber of places of enplolment (BrusseLs, Bonn,Karlsruher pettenr The Hagrue, rspra, Rone, parls, cadarache andGrenoble), in order to examine the differences in price-levels betweenthese places and the provJ-sJ.onaL seats of tlre CormunLtl-es (Brussels
and Luxembourg). When the reg,ulations for staff were formallsed by a
council Regrulatlon in L962, the statistical of,fice of the European
corrnunities vras formalry and specificarly made responsible for the
work. Ttrough the Regulation has been anended from time to tine, theStatistieal office responsibllity in this regard. has been rnaLntained
and indeed extended by some of these anendments. T{re current
reguration is no. 259/68. Articles 64 and G5 read as folLow:
"Article 54
An official's remuneration e:<trrressed in Belgian francs shall, afterthe compulsory deductions set out In these Staff Regulations or in anyimplementing regulations have been made, be weighted at a rate above,below or equal to loo t' dependtng on living condl-tlons in the variousplaces of employment..
These weightlngs shall be adopted by the CouncLl, acting by aqualified majority on a proposal from the cornmission as provided forin the first indent of the second subparagraph of Article t4g (2) ofthe Treaty establishlng ttre European Economlc comunLty and, Artlclelr8 (2) of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy
community. The weighting applicable to the xemureration of officiars
employed at the provisJ.onal seats of the Comr:nities shall be equal tolOO t as at lst January L962.,,
s
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Article 55
1. The Council shall qach year revLew the remunerations of the
offlclals and other servants of the Comunltles. Thls revlew
shal} take place ln Septenber in tlre light of a joint report by
the Cgmiseion based on a Joint index prepared by the Statlstical
Offtce of the European Comunities in agreement with the national
stat|gtlcal offi.ces of the Member States; the index shall reflect
the sitrratlon as at lst July Ln each of the countries of the
cqumunities. Durlng this review the council shall consider
whether, as part of economl-c and social policy of the Conmunities,
remuneration should be adjusted. Particular accorurt shall be
taken of arry increases ln salaries in the public service and the
needs of recrultment.
2. In the event of a substantlal change in the cost of living, the
Council shall decl-de, wl.thtn two months, what adjustnents should
be made to the weightings and if appropriate to appLy them retro-
spectlvely. "
Council and Connission attach nuch irq>ortance to this work and to the
establishnent of an lndependent statistl-cal basis acceptable to aII
parties concerned in salary determlnation. A special- working group
composed of representatlves of the national statlstical servlces was
created, as the coryl.exLty and ramificatlons of the work lncreased.
1'he task of thte working group is to advise EUROSTAT on the technical
and statiEtical aspects which are linked to actlvLtLes in the frame-
work of Articles 64 and 55 of the staff Regnr1ations.
It can be foreseen that, with the increase ln the nunber of European
clvil Eervants with a representatirze European Parliament, tlre
increase I'n the nurnber of praces of enproyuent (Press offices'
Diplomatic MisEions, etc.) and the enlargement of tlre Comunlty, the
work of EUROSTAT in this fLeld will continue to lncrease.
2" SOURCE:
- Articles 64 and 55 of ttre Staff Regrulatlons (CounciL negrulation
259/69',)
- special reguests fron corutcil, DG IX, Staff Representatives and
other lnternational organisatlons (ttNSO and CERN in partlcul-ar).
I
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3. AIM:
To put at the disposal of the conpetent authorities (Counctl and
CorunissLon) all the statlstleal data which are or c.ur be necessary f,or
the deter:ninatLon of, the salaries, etc. 
' 
of, European offlclals.
4. DESCRIPTION:
The activlties of EUROSIAT ln ttre framer,rork of the Staff Regulations
can.be brlefly resumed as f,oll.ows:
- 
The estabListrnent and maintenance of factors (tlre so-called
weighting indlces) based on differenees in purchasLng power f,or
officlals between BrusselE and the dlfferent places of erylo1ment;
- Next to the establlshnent of levels of these weightlng lndices,
theLr evolution in tine lras also to be followed. aor both
aspects, EITROSTAT works ln cloge collaboration with the
Coordinated Servlces ln Parls and the United NatLons ln New
Yorkr
- Under Artlcle 55 fall all activities of, EUROSTAT whlch have to do
with the colLectl,on of data on the lerzel and the erzolutlon of the
ealaries of tbe natLoaal cl.vil servants of the llenber Stateg.
Moreover, EUnOSTAT has to fuml.sh data on the sociaL and economic
situation (evoLution of the grags natJ.onal product' evolution of G
co\r,ernment e:cpenditrrre for theLr own clvil servants, etc.) in the 3
Cormunitlr. lilany of these data are derlved from the national
accounting systems.
5. I{ORKPI,AI{:
- negular six-montlrly and annual reports (quarterly for countrles
with weak currencies),
- Annual rent surveys for offLcialgr
- Up-dating of the existLng welghtJ.ng schenec baeed on f,arnify
budgets of officials,
- More intensive analysis of data demEnded for the annual report,
- Verificatlon of ttte exlstlng welghtlng indices for the twelve ln
the l-ight of the l98O p.urshasJ.ng goroc exerclses,
- 
Analysls of securdary mrking cqrdltLons of national civll
servants.
6. FITIA}ICING:
Studles
t
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7. VOTUME OF WORK:
ConsiderabLe for EUROSTAT and lncreaslng, due to speciaL requests frorn
the dlfferent institutLons (@unc11, DG IX, Staff RePresentatton,
etc. ) and the enlargenent of, the Comnunttles and the growing nunbgr of
places of enplolment (Press offl.ces, Dlplonatlc Missions, etc.)
As most data are dlrectly derLrred by EITROSTAT or by ttre national
publ.ic adninistratlons, Itttle or no work falls on the national
statistlcal servlces.
8. VilORKING GROUP:
Yes
t
'
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DivisLon BI
popnLATION, EI{PIrc)YMEIiIT, EDUCATION AND GENSnjAI. SOCIAL STATISTICS
Hlldorgard InIEBST
$
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UNIT RESPONSIBIIE: BI - Population, education, empLoltment and general
soclal statlstics
TITLE: DenograPhY
- 
census of PoBulatlon
- 
current statl.gtlcs
PROJEST NU{BER: BIOO!
Btoo2
1. ID{TRODUCTION:
Demographic statlstlcS provide essential bgckgrowrd information for
manyareasofplanntngworkbvtheCormiss1on.Ttreyfa1lintotwo
broad sectors, namly the census of population, which gives a
statistical picture qf the entire population at a point of time and
current statistlCs, whlch measure the trends j'n the many varlables
affecting tjle lenel and c€mposition of the total populatlon.
Mernber States have a Long traditlon of census taking, extending back
lnto the 18th or early 19th century, as weJ.l as htghly developed
systems of currenfi. Statlgtlcs. Partly due to the long period durinq
which these staf.isttcai series have been ln exlstence, there is
considerable diverSlty of practice as regards metlrods of compilation'
classification and pqblicatlon of resu}ts. In consequence !t is very
difficult to obtaln oolparabte and up-to-date materlal necessary for
the study of denographi; trends on a Comunlty-wide basLs. Much of the
work in this fiela ri, therefore, concerned with the collectlon and
presentation of natlonal data Ln standardised fomat for ready use by
the services of the Comieslon.
2. SOURCE:
Council Directive of, 22 novernber 1973 on the
general population censuses (73/Ao3/E,r,c) -
Requests from DGs II, III, V, VI , XII, 
'(VI ,consumer Protecti,on Servlcer otlrer gectlons
workers, industrlal and cotunerclal' concerns.
synchronisatLon of
tlre Envlronment and
of SQEC, academic research
3 - &IS'
f"r.lftgegry-€9g"qFeg.. TQ obtaln a set of tabulations covering all thepffi; ;fffiFicE from each natlonal census in standardised
forma,-, accordlng to ttre 1981- comunity census of PoPulation
progralnme. The pfggranne was drarrt up by the workir-tg GTUP 
-olbenographic Statlstlcs and is l.n conformity wl.th the United Natlons
European RecoruWndatlon for tj.e 1980 cenuses of Population and
Housing.
)
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The magniture of the census operation is not generatly appreciated'
The population to be covered by the enurneration in Member states and
Applicant countries is of the order of 32o million persons in loo
mlllion households. Enumeration methods vary widely between corrntries,
but it appears that the avaragie cost per person ls not less than 3
dollars us., bringing the total cost of the community-wide census to I
billion dollars.
Future censuses. To initiate discussion withi.n the Demographic
Statis-tics working group in regard to ttre 1990 round of population
censuses. To engage in a proqralune of research into the need for
future full-scale censuses having regard to their considerable cost,
and the extent to which they may be replaced by other statistical
rnethods.
past censgses. To assist the services of the Commission in locating
.inforrn-ation iequired amid the vast vohme of materlal contained in the
very diverse publication schemes of the national offices.
Current statistics. To publish in standardised format the various
ffimographic statistics for Menber countries. To
i,ntroduce a system for the rapid collection and dissemination of the
most up-to-data (quarterly or rpnthly) j"nformation on population
lpvement compiled by countries.
4. DESCRTPTTON:
For_thcomingr censuses. The standardised programne comprises thirty-
three tables, rnostty at country level and fairly simple in format,
covering all the major topics normally dealt with in natlonal
censuses. In addition arrangements are being made for an exchange of
informatlon between corrntries on frontier workers and for the
est,ablishnent of standardised statistics for the maJor urban a99lo-
meratlons in Member countries.
The data will be provided in tabular and magrretic tape form by the
national offices. Fhis must be examined in detail and prepared for
distribution among the services of the Comrnisslon and publication.
3
In the majority of cor:ntries the
have now been fixed, as follows:
Ftrance
ItaIy
Belgium
Luxembourg
United Ki-ngdom
freland
Denmark
Greece
Portugal
Spain
dates of the forthcoming censuses
4 Ma::ch 1982
October 1981
lst March 1981
3l March 1981
5 April 1981
5 April 1981
lst April 1981
March L981
16 March 1981
lst March l98l
(
tt)
;
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In the Federal Republic of Germany the date of the census enuneration
has not yet been iinally decided. In the case of the Netherlands lt
will- not be possible to carry out a fuIl census of population and the
necessary data will be provided partly from tlre population register
6fid partly from a large-scale labour force sanple survey in the spring
of 1981.
Past censuses. Systenatlc investigation and classification of
;iEffi-ffi'r:npublished data available from the national censuses-
Current-dercgraphic statistics. Collection in tabular fotm f,rom
nationalottffi1nationandpreparationforpubJ-ication.
Investlgation of areas such as migratlon, foreign resident population
and short-tern indicators where problems of standardisation between
cor:ntries are the nost difficult.
5. }JORKPIAI,I:
Forthcoming censuses. tr'or those countries carryLng out their censuses
@ch to 31 May 198L the main results wiLr become
available during 1982 and 1983, but the postponerent of certain
national censuses reans ttrat ttre Conmr:nity-wlde results will not be
available until about a year later. As the processing of the census is
organised very differently in the dLfferent coqntries it is not
possible to estabLish a detaLled tl-metable for the receiPt of talru-
lations for particular subJects. Countries wlll provide the results
table by table as they become avalLable for use by the serviees of the
Commission. When a full set of tables for a partlcular group of
subjects, e.g. age and marital status or branch of activity, is
available, it will be published.
Current statistics. lltris work is ongoing and may be e:<pected to give a
@d lnprovement of the standardlsed Portlons of
Comnunity denographic statistics.
FINAI,ICING:
Credits for studies.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Considerable,
8. IIOFX(ING GROT]P:
bottr ln tetms of planning and execution.
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRCIiIOS: fCC: Curent statistics
6.
Publication 19gL: Code 311: "Dernographlc Statistics 1979"
IO
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UNrT REsPolilsIBI'E: Bl - Population, education, emplolanent and general
social statistics
TITLE: Health statisticE
PROJECT NUMBER: B1OO3
}. INTRODUCTION:
Demands for healttr statistics have tto origine
(i) the general concern about levels of pr:blic e:rpendLture on gocial
suptrnrt and
(1i) concern about comparative standards of publlc health and
partl-cular healttr problems.
Ihe situation was the subJect of a wid.e-ranging debate arcng tlre
Ministers of ltealth of Menber countries in Novenber L978. This neeting
adopted a nunber of conclusions, includlng a speciflc reguest to the
Counission to submit suggestions for future Comunity action on the
hamonisation of defLnLtions and statistlcal data relating to beAlth
care.
Because of lack of resources the Cornrnission's response to thls request,
has up to the present been on a llnited scale.
2. SOURCE:
- Decision taken by the Council (543rd neeting) and the repregen-
tatj.ves of governments of Menber States ueetLng within ttre
Council on 16 November 1978 (HeaLth questLons).
- 
Demands:(i) for the preparation of a health chapter in the European
soclaL budget;(ii) for tl-re developnent of a prolJrarilne of social lndicatorg.
3. AIM:
The ultinate aim of EUROSTAT nust be to provide a general service of
hannonj.sed healtlr statistics as fequested by the Council.
For the present work must be confined to drawing on existl"ng soudees,in particular the World HeaLth Organisation publlcations, to extract
information useful for Community purposes. No maJor lnitiatives on thepart of EUROSTAT in the field can be considered.
}
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4. DESCRIPTION:
To assemble statiStics of cause of deatlr for Member countries from WHO
€Kturces.
To assemble statistlcs of nedical personel, hospital beds anil other
' readily avaiLable data fron tlHO and national sources.
5. t{oRKPr.At{:
Cause of dgath stat+stlcs
Arrange with tlHO for the rapid furnl-shlng to SOEC of the cause of
death tabulations already provided on a routine basl-s to that
organlsation by Menber States.
Medical personnel, hospltal, etc. statistics
Continue to"collect from natlonaL offices, in pafticular for the ltealth
chapter of Social Indlcators.
Investigate the approprJ.ateness of the materlal furnished by the
Committee of Senior Health Offlcials in connection with the rl-ght of
establlstrment investlgation as a source of lnfo:nnatlon on thls
subject.
6. FINA{9rNG:
tilinimal at present
7. VOLUIIE OF WORK:
llinimum servj-ce
B. WO$(TNG GROTIP:
No
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Pr,rblication 1981: Some data tn code 321: "social Indicators -
selected serles".
l
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U.IIT RESPONSIBLE: BI - Population, education, emplolnnent and general
social statistics
tllft#: Housing statistics
FROJECT NU!{BER: BIOO4
1. INTRODT}CTION:
Ttre systematic examination of Comrunity houslng statistlcs datb6 from
L975/L977, with t}le establishment of a speclal lrcrklng grouP on the
subject. Prior to that tine the only housLng figures conpiJ.ed at
Cormrunity level related to new buiJ-dings and construction costs, put
together for the annual "Re;rcrt on the developnent of the social
situation in the Comm,rnity", publJ.shed bryr the Directotate General fof
Social Affairs. In addition, the Social Accounts working group
conpiled certain data on social er<penditure on housi-ng for the period
Lg65/L972 but thls work led the group to the conclusion that lts field
of study nas too linited and that a broader study of housLng expen-
diture ri{as needed. In addition the group saw the need to extend the
work to statistics of physical housing.
During the period 1975/L977 also extensive housing statistics were
collected on an ad hoc basis in the context of a progr€ume for the
development of soclal indicators.
2. souRcE:
In addition to demands arising fron the development of tlre pr60tHffi6
of social indicators and the need to satlsfy a general demand for
information on housing from the senrLces of the Comnunityr spedific
denands have been formulated by the Directorate General for SocLal
Affairs. StatisticaL material is required(1) for a social action prograrrme ln the field of housing and(2') for the pre;raration of an European social budget.
3. Artr:
- Establishrent of a general series of statistlcs in accordance
with housing lnforrnation reguirements of the Comunlty servLces.
- Extension of the housing chapter in the European system of social
indicators.
Developnent of a "housing account" in ttre European Soclal Budget"
Establish l-inks between housing, household and family statistics.
3
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4. DESCRIPTION:
- coryllation of standardised houslng, household and fanily
statlstlcs on basis of 1991 comunity qensus of population
progranme. 
,
- Study of all publtc rnea$ures directLy or indirectly related to
houslng.
- Systematic investlgation of the existing national series of
housing statistlcs.
5. WORKPLAN:
- 1981 Housing tabulatlons: Surveyed by Denngraphic Statistics
worklng group. The tabulations have already been drafted and
agreed by countries. Detailed arrangements are being nade for
their conpilatLon and pttblication.
- Public measures related to housing: Under study by Xouslng
srorklng group. Replles are being received to a guestionnaire
issued to countrLes for thls purpose.
- Systenatic investigation of national housing statlsticsr Tttis
work is ongoing and nay be expected to l-ead to gradual improve-
ment in standardisation between countrl-es'
6. FINAIiICING:
Credits for studies.
7" VOLUIT{E OF WORK:
Minimunsetrvice,wlthextensionassoonasresourcesallow.
B. WORKING GROTIP:
Yes
9}" DISSEMINATION:
CRONO,S.: No
publisatlon 198L: Some data inl code 32I: "soclal Indlcators -
seLected serleg".
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: Bl - Population, education, employment and general
social statistics
TITLE: Education and training
PROJECT NUMBER: BIOO5
I. INTROD(ETION:
t{ork in this field began wltlr the publicatlon in L967 of a study on
universi.ty educatl.on ln the Coumrrnlty, whJ.ch was followed in 1968 by a
more comprehensive study coverLng school and university education.
Further studj.es were publLshed in 1969 and 1972, all of these relati-ng
to the Comrrrity of Six. In 1973 the work was put on a regular basis,
covering the enlarged Cornunity of Nine, to collect and publish
annualJ.y the nunbers of pupils and students in schools and universitles
and the nunber of teachers in the schools. This was coupled with
statistics of general governrent e:qrenditure on schools and uni-
versitLes. A subseguent development, which is ln the process of coming
to fruLtion, is to collect and publish simllar infornatl,on on training
outside the ordlnary school and r.rriverslty system. That will complete
the imnediate obJective of bringing together a limited system of
regular statlstlcs covering the whole of the educatlon system. Beyot'ld
the present horl-zon, however, there is further scope for vprk (for
example: on srrbjects studied and levels of attainnent) before the
Comnunity statistLcs cErn be described as comprehensive. There is a
connection between education and training statistics and the CommissLonrs n
Labour Force Survey, covered elsewhere in this progranme under the
title "Tnansition from school to working Iife".
2. SOURCE:
Council requirements on matters of education and soclal action: the
resolutions of Minlsters of Education, meetLng in the Council' 5h June
L974, 9tb february L976 and 13th December 1976.
3. A1!r:
To provide DG xlf "Researchr Science and Educatlon" the information
needed by the Councl.I I s Education Comlttee and to provide DG V
"ErE>loyment and SociaL Aff,airs" the Lnformation needed for the
Europeatr Social Fund, the Sqcial Politic Aetion prograrnme and for tlte
preparatlon of the European Soeial Budget.
I
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4. DESCRIPTION:
collecting, analysing and presentlng nationat statistics (taking
account of work already done with OECD and UNESCO on harnonisation)
on:
a) nr.mbers of pupils and of students (at school and university) by
age, sex, Ievel and year of study, by tlpe of teaching, foreign
lalgruage learnt, bry nationality (children of nigrant rrcrkers)
b) numbers of teachers bY leveL;
c) nunbers undergoing Lnltial vocational training and adult
education by ager s€xr level and vocation taught;
d) financial aspects of educatLon, includ'ing the tlpe of the finance(public, or non publlc) and by the tlpe of expendLture (current'
oi capital). At present only prrblic orpenditure is covered.
WORKPLNiI:
a) To nalntain the existing routine service on school and university
education, covering numbers of persons invoLved and governnent
expenditure.
b) In the first place to secure flnal agreenent to the efforts
already made to extend the coverage to adult and'vocational
training outsLde the normal school systen; later to extend this
to training flnanced other than from public funds'
c) To keep abreast of the needs of the comunity Institutions(especlally DG V and DG xII) in the matter of educatlon and
trainlng statlstics, including partlclpatlon in EURYDICE (The
education infornation network in the EuroPean Conumnlty) and
ltnks wlth GEDEFoP, Berlin (centre europden pour le devdloppenent
de l-a fornation professionelle).
FINAI.ICING:
No, apart from credits for studles-
VOLUME OF WORK:
Moderate.
WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9I€E$EuaEIotlr
CRONOS: SEF SOCI.
PublLcation 1981: Codes 331
t
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7.
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i
9.
and 33A: "Education and Training"
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3UNIT RESPONSIBLE: BI - Population, education, emplolzment and general
social statistics
TITLE : General Employment Statistics
PROJECT NUMBER: BIOO6
1. INTRODUCTTON:
According to social provisions of the Treaty (Art. I17 and tI8)
employment is one of the main concerns of Cormunity Pollcy. Efforts
have therefore been made since the beginning of the Community to
collect reliable and comparable information on this topic.
In 1976 after agreement with DGINS, the Commission submitted to
Council a programne of emplolment statistics. The guidelines of this
programne have been agreed by the Corrncil on the 19th July 1977. The
progranme has been followed by preparation of a Comntunity Census for
1981 and carrying out Labour Force surveys every two years as well as
by lmplementing the annual reporting on employees in lndustry by NACE
and the preparation of new statistics on foreign workers (See projects
BIOOI, BrOl2).
Some aims of the prograrune have not yet been achieved (for example
extention of harrnonized statistics to services) and the prografiune as a
whole may need rethinking in the light. of recent economic and social
developments, as well as their influence on the possibilities of
collecting statistics.
The forthcomlng seminar on "Measurement of emplolzrnent and unemplolznent
for corununity purposes" to be organized by the SOEC in December 1981
should provide better knowledge of actual user demand and accuracy of
available data as well as on new developments alreadv launched in some
countries.
In addition to statistics for the measurement of emplolzment and
unemployment, SOEC ls providing employment information needed for
reference with other statistics and therefore inctuded in data
collection for their topics. The principal exampl-es are estimates of
employment within the framework of the National and Regional Accounts(units A/1 and A/2), following short-term trends of emplolnnent in
industry or supplying detailed data for key industries (e.g. textiles)
as well as the inclusion of detailed labour force data in agricultural
surveys.
n
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Unit Bl is charged with coordinating these different emplolnnent
statistics. The task is conplicated by the fact that data collectingj-s clearly linked to the main purpose of the surveyr as for instance
in agriculture, where the poJ-icy lnterest requires a wider definition
than is possible for the general view of employment.
2. SOURCE:
Proqranme of employment statistics approved by the Council- on 19th
JuIy 1977.
Specific requests: Standinq Comittee on Enploynent, Comnunity policy
DGrs II, III , IV, V, VI and XVI .
3. AIM:
To provide comparable and up-to-date information on the structure and
trends of the working population and on emplolrment in general_ as well
as on specific groups of persons under policy concern.
4. DESCMPTION:
- General view on statl-stics of workLng population and enployurent
with regard to coherence and the interdependence of different
sources of information with partlcular attentlon to definitJ-ons,
classification and developnents of concepts.
- Regular collectLon of harmonized or standardized data on subjects
like:
. workJ.ng population
. emplolment by status and sector
. employees by NACE
. emPloyment of Young PeoPIe
. employment of women
. employment of handicapped
. emplolurent in rnedical professions
. enplolment in the cultural sector
. labour disputes
- Regular up-dating of CRONOS or other data banks
- Contribution to all maJor annual reports of the Comnission(economic situation, social situation, agricultural report, etc.)
5. woRKPLAl.l:
I. For national series, improvement of timeliness, reduction of the
delay in availability and improvenent of standardization.
t
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2. Augmentation of frequency for working population and enploynent.
3. Extenslon to NACE 5-9 of harmonized statistics on ernployees in
emPlolzment.
4. trmprovement of information on speclfic groups (handicapped,
cultural workers, etc.) .
5" Tmprovements of data-bank storing and computerised data-analysis(creation of an employnent section in SEF, SOCI).
6. Improvements and speeding up of dissemination.
7. studies on coherence and interdependance of data from dif,ferent
sources.
8. Examination of concepts and defLnitions.
9. Follow-up of conclusions from the 1981 semlnar.
lO. Back-up efforts of SOEC and national services through a
coordinated research programe.
5. FINANCING:
No (except studies).
7. VOLU},IE OF WORK:
Hea\4f, both for the Statistical Office and the national services.
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: ICG, SOCI (to be created).
fgp!gatig!._U9!: Code 341: "Employment and Unemployment"
Code 342: "Employrnent and Unemplolnnent - rapid
information
Code 323: "The handicapped and their employment".
7
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: 81 - Population, education, emplolnnent and general
social statistics
tItLE: Emplolnnent in the ECSC:
- fron and steel industry
- Coal mJ-ning
- Iron-ore mining
PROJECT NUMBER: B1OO7
I. INTRODUCTICTiI:
The regular collection of socLal statistics in the three industrial
branches of the European CoaI and Steel Cotrulunity (ECSC) - the iron
and steeL industry and the coaL and iron-ore nining industries - goes
back to the for:ndation of the Contnunity. The carrying out of statis-
tical surveys derives from Artlcles 45 and 47 of the ECSC Treaty,
whi.ch emponer the High Auttrority (and nowadays the Courmissl_on) to
obtain the infornation needed for it to fu1fill the tasks entrusted toit, in particular by establtshing direct contact with the r:ndertakings
involved in these industries. The subsequent developnent of the
statistics for the individr:al industries covered by the ECSC Treaty
varied significantly, just as the inportance of these industries from
the econornic point of view and from the point of view of enplolment
t policy also varies.
2. SOURCE:
Articles 46 and 47 of the ECSC Treatyr decision no L87a/75 ECSC of 17
July 1975 on employment trends in the iron and steel industry.
3. ATM:
Preparation of emplolanent statistics for the individual industries
under the terms of the ECSC Treaty in order to pave the way for the
adoption of social measures in the event of changes in the employment
situation resulting from rationalization or expansion.
DESCRTPTTON:
trn general, monthly data are forwarded to EUROSTAT as a routlne by the
appropriate industry or by the national statistical offices.
WORKPI.AN:
l. Iron and steel industry
@ transmissLon and expansion of data onindividual fLrms accordlng to production stages.
4.
5.
'
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2. Coal mining
- c"nt'tn"ation and adaptation of the guestionnaires'
3. Iron-ore mjling
- continuation of the questionnaires.
4. Improvement of data availability
- tnclusion of various series in CRONOS
- Publication of ad hoc conmunications.
6. FINANCING:
None.
7. VOLUIT{E OF WORK:
Gradually increasing in the case of companies involved in the j-ron and
steel industries, stationary or slightly decreasing in the two other
industries of the ECSC.
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: SEF SIDR
Publication 1981: Code 34A (linited distribution):
"Euplolment in the ECSC iron and steel
industrY"
Some data are also included in:
Code 43I: "Iron and steel yearbook"
Code 432: "iron and steel monthty bulletin"
Code 434: "rron and steel quarterly bulletln".
3
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: BI 
- Population, education, employment and general
social statistl-cs
TrrLE: Freedom of movement of workers and right of establishnent:
- Council Regulation (EEC) no 3LL/76: Statistics of foreign
workers
- Right of establishunent (up to the present: workers in the health
services.
PROJECT NUMBER: B1OOB
I. INTRODUCTION:
The principles governing the freedom of movement for workers and the
right of establishment are set out j.n Artlcles 48 and 51 of the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Corurunity. A statistical review
should indicate, as its first priority, to what extent the provisions
of the Treaty are being availed of.
The freedom of movement for workers was legally secured with the
adoption of the Council Regrulation L6L2/68. At the same time, however,
residence and emploFnent perml-ts for workers from Member states which
had, up to them, been important sources of statistical information,
disappeared. For political reasons a notification for statistical
purposes only was not introduced.
Tttj-s gave rise to the need for a new statistical source which, after
lenghty discusslon between the Comrnission and the Cor:ncil, took the
form of a Regulation in L976. Member States were allowed a preparatoryperiod of five years and the period ends in 198I.
With regard to right of establishrnent, the statistical- basis is less
clearly defined. Attention is directed to those professions for which
rules governing right of establishment have been set or are in course
of preparation. Up to the present this has concerned mainly persons
engaged in the health services.
2. SOURCE:
Freedom of novement: Council Regrulation (EEC) no 3Ll/76 of 9
February 1975 on the compilation of statistics
of foreign workers.
Right of establishment: Art,j.cle 213 in conjunction with Article 52 of
the EEC Treaty as well as demands from the
Committee of Senior Health Officiats.
)
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3. AlM:
Measurement of movement between Mernber States and third countries-present interest ls mainly concentrated on imigration of natioqals of
. Applicant countries and third countries.
4. DESCRIPTION:
{'reedom of movemj:nt:
ro ctJtermine the total of workers in emplolnnent and its breakdown by
categories specified in the Regulation.
To determine the number taking up work for the first tine and itg
breakdown by categories. Ttre tabulations to be prepared have been
agreed with the Statistical Services of the Member States.
Right of establishment fol Persons in health services:
The data are transmitted via the members of the Comittee ef Senior
Hea1th Officials, who have also advised on the questionnaires.
5. t oSLAN t
a) Speeding up of provision of data as weLl as clariflcation of
definitions of certain groups of professions (health - calse
personnel).
b) Insertion of certain series into CRONOS.
c) rssue of ad-hoc communications.
6. FINANCING:
No.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Freedom of movement:
rncreasing for the national statistical services as well as for
EUROSTAT.
Right of establishnent:
rncreasing for the members of the Cornmittee of Senior Health Officlals
as well as for the EUROSTAT.
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publication 1981: No.
7
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UNIT RESPONSIBL9: Bl 
- Population, education, emplolznent and general
social statistics
TfTLE: Working time
PRO.JECT NLIMBER: BIOO9
1. TNTROpUCTTON:
fncreasing thought is given at natLonal and international level to the
reduction of working hours and the dlstribution of work. New approaches
to working life and the economic crisis have resulted in recommendations
by the Standing Comnittee on Emplolment and by the Coumittee of
Economic Policy and, finally, in the Council Resolution of t8 December
1979 asking the Cormission to study and make communications on:
- Reduction of annual hours of work
- Limitation of systematic overtime work
- 
Flexible retirement
- Part-time work
- Curbing abuses in temporary rork.
The Statistical Office of the European Connunlties has already contri-
buted to this work by its napid Note 3-1979 on Hours of l,Iork and
through discussion on this subject in varlous working parties.
Moreover, studies have been, and are being, made by EUROSTAT, DG V and
the European Foundation for the improvement of llving and worklng
conditions to clarify the various aspects of this question.
2. SOURCE:
- Council Resolution of 18 Decenber 1979
- Priority of the Cornnission in employment and social policy (DG V
and DG II).
3. AIM:
Consistent statistics on working time and its organisation from a
social as well as economic point of view.
4. DESCRTPTION:
The expression "r,'rcrking time" covers a multitude of different notions
which will have to be defined and related to the figrures already
available or to be established in future. Among them are:
;
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- Conventional or legal hours
- 
Actual hours worked (wtth breakdown for overti.me, flexible hours'
short time work etc. )
- 
Hours paid (with breakdown for overtime and short-tirre work and
taking also into account holidays and sickness).
Distinction wiII have to be made between hours per week and annual
working time. Both are influenced by conditions of work such as full-
time, part-time, nightwork, shift work, temporary l,{ork, etc.
For working lifetime, aspects llke prolongation of education and
training and changes in retirement have to be considered.
The actual system of collecting data on working time is rather poor,
nrost of the information being by-products of other than worklng tine
J-nquiries.
BI is conpiling half-yearly harmonlzed statistics on hours offered to
rnanual workers in industry by NACE and collecting hours worked ln a
reference week every trd,o years within the labour force survey. Annual
hours derive from the labour cost surrrey every three years. The only
current information exists in the lron and Steel industry.
5. WORKPLA}T:
Consideration will be given to how existing sources like the labour
force survey, for which information is taken from the $orkers' and the
labour cost survey, where information comes from the enterprises, can
be usefully developed for calculation of r.aorking time.
'rhe existing statistics of weekly hours offered to manual workers i-n
industry has to be examined both for quality of the available data and
for the usefulness of the concept.
It may prove necessary to find new tools for collection of workinq
time statistics. Before implementation of new series, detailed dis-
cussion of concepts and definitons combined with clarification of
users' nee<ls will however be necessarv.
l
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6. FINANCTNG:
No, except for studies.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Srnall but extending when progress is made in conceptual work.
8. WORKTNG GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRG,IOS: No
publication 1981: Code 346: "llorking Tirne"
Code 361: "Eourly earnings - Hours of work"
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: BI - Population, educatlon, emplolment and general
social statistics
TITLE: Unemplolnnent
PROJECT NUMBER: B1O1O
I. INTRODUCTION:
Up to 1974 unemplolment was not a major concern for the Comnun{ty as a
whole. Statistical efforts srere therefore restricted to global- fi$ures
for comparison and overall information. Ttris situation changed with
thegrowthofrrnemplolrmentafterLgT4.Sincethentherehagbe€nan
increase in interest in both the Communtty tabour force sample survey
and particularl-y in tJre strort-term indicators of rxtemplolntent wttlch
can only be derived from national administrative sources (registered
unemployed) .
EUROSTAT started in January L977 a system of regular reporting of
unemployment and the examination of details in the breakdowns
reported. With the renewed acceleration in unemplolment thls is still
a main policy subject and the Council has asked in its resolution of
June 1980 for further improvement of the statistics by national anil
Community authorities, Statistical data collection in this subJect is
therefore a first priority.
2. SOURCE:
Council resolution of June 1980.
Basic information widely required wittr rnajor denands from DG II and
DG VI.
AIM:
To provide short-term information on one of the mai.rt economic and
social indicators for policy requirements at Conmunity and national
level in the best form permitting to follow trends and to do som€
comparisons between Member States.
DESCRIPTION:
3
{
4.
Comparison between countries has been irnproved by
aiming mainly to assure inclusion and exclusj.on of
persons in all countries (for example excl-usion of
training or put to work by the authorities). Such
registered unemployed and on the civilian working
used for the examination and comparison of trends.
standardization
the same groups of
unemployed ort
standardized data on
Iabour force can be
I
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5.
fhe monthly figures are published between two and three weeks after
the reference date. (This is probably the fastest publication of
statistics by an official l-nternational organization).
Transmission of more detailed tables on age, duration of unemployment,
occupation, etc. has improved but is not yet fully satisfactory from
some Member States. Recent work on definitions by the working group
has shown some differences due to leqislatlon or to national adnini-
strative practices to do with registration. llhese seem impossible to
overcome without major changes in national legislation or practices.
As far as rates are concerned however major differences in the
denominator have been ellminated. In practice, therefore, EUROSTAT is
approaching the limit of what is practicable by way of inproving
comparability of such administrative sources, but rpre should be done
in the standardization of breakdosrns, etc.
!{ORKPLAIiI:
- Speeding up transmission of detailed tables
- Quicker dissernination of the rcre-detailed data collected by
EUROSTAT
- Interpretative analyses and comment
- Methodological i-roprovement on subjects like frequency of unem-
plolment, duration of unenplolment at date of reference, duratlon
of unemplo)ment spells
- Follow-up of Conurunity agreement by national servi_ces (i.e. for
France and the Netherlands ln age-groups, Genncrny to follow
Community frequency for reporting uneurployed under 25 years,
etc. ) .
FINANCTNG;
No (except studies).
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
As the basic data are mostly collected for national purposes, the
added weight of work for national services is relatively small. For
EUROSTAT the weight is moderate but is Lncreasing wittr increasing
user-demand in the present economic clrculstances.
8. WORKING GROUP:
YeS.
t
6.
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9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: ECG
S$ication- 19gl-: Code 341: "Employment and unehployment'l
Code 342: "Employment and unemplolnnent - rapJ-d
information"
Code 343: "Unemployment monthly bulletin"
Code 344: "DefLnitions of registered unemployment'.
n
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: Bl - Population, education, emplolnaent and general
social statistics
TITIE: Transition from school to working llfe
PROJECT NUMBER: 81011
I. INTRODUCTION:
The big increase in youth unemployment ereerienced in all countries of
the European Comrmrnity since L974 has from the beginning been a major
concern of the Community institutions. Various meetings at the
Cor:ncil , the Standing Cornmittee on Emplolment and the Cormrission have
been devoted to this problem.
fn order to improve the prospects of errplolmrent for young people, on
18 December L979 the Council approved a resolution to (further)
develop the linking between work and tral-ning. With the same intention
namely to facilitate the transition from school into working life, an
increasing number of projects either to improve the qualifications of
young people or to reduce the costs of thelr integration into
employment are supported by the European social fund.
In L979 SOEC launched a study in order to find out which surveys exist
in five Member States (D, F, I, NL, IJK) by means of which infornration
is collected on the transition process. The study showed that the
methods used vary greatly fror country to country. In 1980 SOEC also
started to give technical assistance to DG V witlrin a project which
has as its aim to collect information on the transition from school to
working life using a specific survey. Discussl-on has so far led to the
conclusion not to undertake a longitudinal survey by means of a
panel, but to use a retrospective inquiry. This decision and the
necessity of some expertise with this klnd of r,sork on the side of theparticipating institutes restricts the possible choice to rather a few
in general non-goverrunental social research or survey institutes.
2. SOURCE:
The Ministers of Education meeting within the Council- in December
L976, the Standing Committee on Employrnent at its meeting of 9 October
1979 and Lhe Council of Ministers for Emplolzment and Social Affairs of
9 June 1980 stressed the need to improve the knowledge of the labour
market. In particular the Minlsters of Education and the Standing
Committee on Enployment gave a high priority to preparing comparable
statistical information on the transition fron education to workinq
llge at, Community level-.
I
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3. Ail'l:
The project is designed to provlde information on the personal
conditions, the early work history and, nrost lmportant, the educational
and training backgrounds of young people and on other soci-al arid
economic factors which promote or impede their integration into
working life. Thls inforroati-on is primarily regulred for an efficiEnt
use of social fund resources in the fieLd of transition from school to
working life.
4- DESCRIPTION:
on the basis of the study on the methods of the surveys existinE in
the five above mentioned Member States, SOEC is participating in the
preparation of a retrospective pilot survey on transition to be
carried out i-n sel-ected countries. The potential participating
institutes, most of thsn being non-governmental and all having some
experience in this kind of survey, are at the rnornent descrlblng ln
which way and to what extent they can meet the demands of the
Conunission.
5. WORKPI,AN:
The field work of the pilot survey financed on the study budget of DG
V is envisaged for spring L982. It is only after a careful dlscussion
of the pilot survey that a decision wilL be taken as to whether a
regular survey is to be launched and how it will have to be deslgned.
5. FINANCING:
the pilot survey will be fi.nanced by DG V resources.
7, VOLUI,IE OF WORK:
SmaII during the fj-rst preparatory phase; may become considerable for
SOEC and the participating (in general non-governmental) institutes in
case of a regular survey in the future.
B. I,IORKTNG GROTJP:
No.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publication 1981: Code 347: "Transitlon frorn school to working LLfe
- methodology"(Study on surveys available in some
Member States).
n
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: Bl - Population, education, en6rlolment and general
social statistics
TITLE: Labour Force Sample Survey
PROJECT NUMBER: 81012
I. INTRODUCTION:
Because of the inportance of comparable statistics on emplolment and
unemplolzment SOEC started with Comrnrnity labour force surveys as early
as 1960. In view of the value of this kind of survey as a source of
harmonized statistics on emplolment and unemplolment, the Council of
Ministers decided in L972 to organize liennal hamonized surveys in
al-l the Member States based on Councit Regulations. T'he execution of
the survey every tyro years, together with the coordination and inte-gration of this source with the population censuses and the other
surveys carried out in this field, constitute the priority objectives
of the Community prograrme of emplolment statLstics, which the Cor:ncil
approved in outline in 1976.
The first survey in this biennaL series was carried out in spring 1973
and has been repeated at two-year intervals, pursuant to specific
Council Regulations. The last survey in ttris series was carried out in
spring 1981. A11 but the last surveys carried supplementary questions
on specific problems of direct relevance to emplolznent (1973:
vocational traintng, L975: con&itions of work, L977: pensioniers and
retirement conditions, L979: education and training).
2. SOURCE:
- Survey L9792 Council Regulation (EEC) 327/79 of 19.2.L979.
- Survey 1981: Council Regulation (EEC) L95/8L of 20.1.1981.
3. AIM:
To provide the services responsible for emplolment policy, regionalpolicy, econonic policy, agricultural po1iry and education policy,
with comparable data on the size and structure of the employed and
unemployed labour force. The results of the labour force survey are
especiall-y needed for the management of the social and regional firnds.
Publication of comparable emplolment and unemplolment data at
Corununity level.
;
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4. DESCRTPTION:
a) Basic survey 1979:
The basic survey covered:
- the indivi"dual characterist-r-cs of all menbers of the
households questioned;
- the occupations of these persons (status, economic activity,
hours of work, etc.) at the time of the survey and one year
prior to it;
- 
the search for work, takinq lnto account the type of
emplol'ment sought, reasons for seeking it, and the length of
time sPent in seeking it.
The main results of the survey, which covered 52O OOO households
have been presented in a bllingual publication (EN/FR). Another
publication in which the 1979 results are compared with those for
L973, 1975 and 1977 is in course of preparation'
b) complementary survsy 1979
Afterarapidnoteforallcountries,exceptDKandlRL'the
first results on persons receivingf current education have been
released at the end 198O. A publication is being prepared which
will present more comprehensive information on Persons who were
receiving education or training durlng the reference week of the
survey.
c) SurveY 1981
since no complementary survey was included for 1981' the sunrey
covered only the same items as the basic survey of 1979. The
fieldwork has nearly finished. It is based on a comtronly agreed
list of questions and on a conmon coding of individual replies.
Account has been taken of the difficulties arising for certain
countries from the holding in Spring 1981 of the general
population census provided for by Council Directive 73/AO3/EF'C.
5. WORKPI,AN:
a) Basic survey 1979
publication of a comparison of the results with those of the
surveys conducted in 1973, 1975 and L977, in Autumn 1981'
D
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b)
c)
Complementary survey 1979
The tabulation progranme for the analyses of the results
concernj.ng the rerationship between enplolment and education andtraining will be set up and the resurts of the analyses will bepresented within a special publication.
Survey 1981:
Data tapes with the results expected for 3l october lggl; with
reception of the tapes, work witl start on verification of the
results; three rpnths after verification of the 3-ast tapepublication of results bry means of a bilingual publication, whichis almost entirely produced by computer; the timeriness of thedissemination of the resurts depends crucially on the respectingby the national services of the date given for the preparation ofthe tapes and on ensuring tapes which only need a minimr.tm offurther editing by SOEC.
Preparation for l-983 of a publication with rpre comprehensive
results.
Future surveys
There is no doubt about the necessity and usefulness of thelabour force sarnple survey for corununity policies. Before the
next (1983) survey, proposals for the ILO Conference of labourStatistics scheduled for 1982 should be known. It may be
necessary to take such proposals into account in the preparation
of the 1983 survey. As thLs survey will set the pattern for
subsequent surveys, the preparation of this survey in the flrsthalf of 1982 is likely therefore to be heavier than usual.
d)
{
After 1983 rpre changes within
There are demends from several
on an annual basis. The Office
seminar on "The measurement ofgive useful hints to questions
survey.
the survey night be expected.
important users to have the survey
will study the possibilities. The
emplolment and unemplolzrnent" may
concerning the inprovement of the
A,t present there are conflj-cting demands from users on subjectsfor emplolzment-related supplementary questions which EUROSTAT
will discuss with the worktng group.
e) General improvements
rmprovinq the timeli.ness of the survey by studying possibilitiesto shorten the period of data processing within the natlonal
statistical offices as well as wlthin SOEC.
I
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To improve the reliability of the results, work will continue
with a view to increasing the precision and homogeneity of
information collected, Ttrerefore some of the basic classifi-
cations have to be reviewed and a standard'ization of correction
procedures of the various countries proposed. In addition' SOEC
has asked countries to conduct studies by which to calculate
measures of sampling errors and design effects wtthil the laborrr
force sample survey. The resu,lts shouLd allow one to assess the
reliability of ttre survey results, especially for smaller grouPs
of the population.
New analyses of the data are to be determined in order to make
greater use of the information available. Studies are being
undertaken, i-n conjunction with the development of TABAN (see
project s1Oo4), to explore the possibilities of maki-ng nore
efficient cross-sectlonal use of the basic data from the survey
and to examine tJle feasibility of setting up a data bank on
employment statistics with the Labour force survey as a central
core.
within a longer span of time ttre labour force survey results
shoutd be compared with other statistics available, including
population census results. These comparisons should nake it
possible to better explaln deviations between tJre results of,
different souxces and to find ways by which to increase the
conformity of the different sources.
6. FINANCING:
Contribution by the Comoission.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
D
a)
b)
c)
d)
Basic survey 1979
Some work by SOEC.
Complementary survey_ 1979
Considerable work by SOEC.
Survey l-981
ConsiderabLe work both by
Fqture improvements
Considerable work bv both
natj.onal services and by SOEC.
SOEC and national offices.
1
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8. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DTSSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publication 1981: code 345: "Labour Force - 1973-19is-Lg7l-L97g"
Code 332: "Training and employment 
- 1979,'
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: BI - Population, education, employment and general
social statistics
T1TLE; Social Indicators
PROJECT NUMBER: BIOI3
I. INI'RODUCTION:
The need for srrmary soclal statistics at Comunity level was accorded
priority at the May 1974 DGINS Conference and rivas nade er<plicLt in the
Social Action Prograrune sub,mltted bDr the Cormission and approved by a
resolution of the Councll in 1974. One of the obJectives of the
progranrrne is the developnent of lntegrated social indicators to
provide comprehensive and coryarative data on past and present
developments in tJ.e social situation in the nember countries of the
comrnunity, as a means of encouraging the progressive convergence of
social conditions ln the Connunity, and of providing an essential
basis for Community decisions concernl.ng colrmpn targets in the social
field. The Social Action Programme also envisaged the development of
subjective indicators and the Offl-ce has s;ronsored ttlo such experLmental
surveys.
2. SOURCE:
Requests by the DcfNS Conference L974, DG V and other Directorates-
General of the Commission.
3. AIM:
To provide general statisti.cs in the social field, essential for the
development of Community policy in social affairs and to conply with
to Social Action Programme.
4. DESCRTPTION:
a) Slmthesizing and presenting comparative statistics on member
countries in the demographic and social fields.
b) Preparation in cojunction with a lilorking Group of resports on the
two experimental subjective surveys already carried out under the
aegis of EUROSTAT.
5. WORKPI"AN:
Preparation and development of an annual publication of social
indicators with variations of scope and treatraent from year to year.
D
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6. FINANCTNG:
No, apart from credits for studies
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Moderate
8. WORKING GROUP:
YeS.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: Not specific to Social Indicators, but many data in SEF SOCI.
Publication 1981: Code 321: "social Indicators - selected serles"
Code 324: "Life at work (Qualitative enquiry l98o)".
l
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rrNJr RESpolisr.BLE: Br - 
"":::i:i?"iiliilion, emplorment and seneral
TITLE: Data bank for employnent statistics
PROJECT NUMBER: BlOl4
I. INTRODIJCTION:
t"tany important skprt-term social statistics are already in the CRONOS
data base for general short-terrr indicators (ICG); a considerable
number are also in the regional statistics data base. A speciallzed
cRoNos field for social statistics (socl) is to be opened and should
be operational early in the period of this prograrme.
Holrever, there is need for a more general purpose data base for social
statistics which will permtt the'interconnection of statistlcs
received from different sourrces, notably gtructural data such as' for
example, those from the Labour Force Survey.
2. SOURCE:
EUROSTAT.
3. Arl,t:
To provide a flexible instrurnent for the handling, analysis and easy
tabulation and dissemination of related social statistics from a
variety of sources.
4. DESCRTPTION:
Definition of the scope, uses and content of the data bank. Evaluation
of the computing facilit.ies and m€uragement resources required.
5. WORKPLAN:
L982 
- Drawing up a specification with a special reference to the
experience gained in the creation of the new CRONOS field
SOCI and from studies in conjunction with the development of
TABAN (project Sloo4) and the e:<ploitation of the Labour
Force Survey (project BlOl2).
L983/4 - Establishment of the central core of data including results
from the 1981 Labour Force Surveyr followed by linking other
social statistics to the central core.
l
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6. FINANCING:
Yes.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Considerable, but as much as possible will be carried out with the assi-
stance cif external expertise financed bv th€ Corunission.
8. WORKING GROUP:
Small group with specialists.
9. DTSSEMINATION:
Possibly to!\rards the end of the period of the progranme.
t
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SPECIALISED SERVICE 8.2
WAGES, rNCOIIES AND SOCIAL PROIECIION STATISTTCS
Gustav LOHMANN
n
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UNfT RESPONSIBLE z 92 - Wages, incomes and social protection statlstics
TITLE: Short-term statistics on earnings
PROJECT NUMBER: B2@1: Half-yearly statistics on earnings
B2@2: Quarterly indices of earnlngs
1. TNTRODUCTION:
Short-terrn statistics of earnings of manual and non-manual workers in
industry and services form part of the Cornmunity system of wages
statistics which also comprises pluriannual surveys of the structure
of earnings and of labour costs.
These statistics provide information required to fo1low and to compare
the trends of hourly earnings of manual workers and of monthJ.y
earnings of non-manual workers in all Menber States. Furthermore,
these statistics are used as a basic element for the constructLon of
quarterly indices of nominal and real earnings of manual workers in
industry (one of the DG II indicators of econonic trends) as wel-l as
for compiling updatings for intermediate periods of the results of the
three-yearly labour cost surveys.
2. SOURCE:
Dernnds from DGs V, II, III and XVI, Article 2L3 of the Treaty,
specific Council regulations for each survey.
3. ATM:
To provide the Commission wittr the necessary infonrntion to enable it
to discharge the functions laid on it by the Treaty, supplementing and
explaining the information on trends and structures of wages and
labour costs available from other Cotmunity statistics.
4. DESCRTPTION:
82001
Statlstics of earnings of manual and non-manual workers have been
collected since 1954 on the basis of national inguiries harmonLzed
with regard to definitions and classifications at Community leve1.
fhese surveys are carried out every six months, in April and October,
us5-ng random sampling rnethodsi covered are about 60 branches of
activity in industry and wholesale and retail distribution, banking
and insurance. Results, broken down by sex and region, are submitted
to EUROSTAT about 8 rnonths after the reference month.
t
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82co2
bffi.rfy indices of earninqs of manual workers in industry are
calculated by EUROSTAT on ttre basis rf the half-yearly results of the
harmonized statistics of earnings (B2OO1) . Natj.onal non-har:nonized
data on earnings are used to intrapolate or extrapolate harmonized
results for April and October of each year. In addtion, indices for
the Communi.ty as a whole are calculated. Indices of real earnl-ngs are
obtained by deflation, using indices of consumer prices.
5. WORKPLAN:
B2001
Results received with a nominal delay of t + I months are processed
for publication.
B2og2
Results are currently brought up to date.
6. FINANCING:
B2@1
No
B2co2
No
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
82001
Considerable in terms of data processing at EUROSTAT
P2co2
Moderate
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMTNATTON:
CRONOS: B2OOI_: in preparation
B2@2: yes
Publication 1981: Code 361: "Hourly Earnings - Hours of work"
Code 36A: "Earnings in industry - principal resultsrr
Code 35C: "Earnings and labour costs in industry;
T. L979-79; II I97O-8O".
n
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE. 82 - Wages, incomes and social protection statistics
TTTLE: Labour costs statistics
82003
Three-yearly surveys in industry and
B2005
uFl6-t"a estimates of labour costs
PROJECT NUMBER: B2OO3' B2OO5
services
t
I. INTRODUCTION:
B2OO3: Survey of labour costs
Statistics of labour costs, i.e. the cost Lncurred by the employer l-n
the emplolment of labour, are needed at both Comnrnity and natlonal
levels in dealing with issues concerning waqe negociations and wage
policies. Thus, the Cormission cannot earry out certain tasks assigned
to it bry the Treaty, in particular with respect to the implementation
of Articles 2, 3, LLT. 118, L2o andL22, without access to valid data,
comparable for the different countries, and the cost of labour and on
the incomes of employees in the Comrunity.
This is why, si.nce 1959, in pursuance of Council regulations, a whole
series of specifLc Comrnrrnity sunreys have been carried out in industry
and starting in 1979 in certain services.
The activity of the Cornraission makes it necessary that the most recent
figures on labour cost should be available at all times, and methods
of updating the results of surveys of labour costs have been developed(see under B2OO5 below).
However, in view of the fact that ocpenditure on wages and related
costs is subject to substantial change, this technique of up-dating
can provide valj-d results only for the first few years following the
survey.
Thereafter, the survey must be repeated. fhis is why it has been
decided to carry out labour cost surveys every three years.
t
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B2@5: Up-dated es-tlmat9s of labour costs
As mentioned above, rnettrods of up-dating labour costg nere intrg-
duced in 1971 so that short-te:m movenents between surveys qould be
followed. fhe figures of total costs are up-dated on the basis of
information compiled with the aid of a Community Questionnaire by
the national statistical services. Trends in direct renunerations
are supplied maklng use of the current harmonized statisticn of
gross earnings in industries, whereaS for ancillany coSts, trendg
of the-relative importance of each struetural element are assessed
taking account of changes in legislations, regnrlations and agreements
which affects such costs'
2. SOURCE:
Requests of DGs If, III and XVI.
B2OO3: specific Council regulations for each survey.
3. AIM:
To provide the Conunission with the necessary inforrnation to enabLe
the preparation of Cornnission policy.
4. DESCRIPTION:
82003
ffiv of labour costs in industry and services, conducted by saxoPling.
Data collected from employers by national statisticsl services.
Survey covers level and structure of laboUr costs, work forCe and
hours worked of manual and non-nanual uorkers in industry, wholesale
and retail distrlbution, banking and lnsurance. The sampel includes
undertakings or establishements employtng lo or more persons.
Tabulated data will contaln cornbined results broken down by branch
of activity, by size of the undertaking or establishnent and by
region
In addition to data in national currencies, certain labour cost
data are compil-ed in European units of account (ECU) and purchasing
polver standard (PPS) .
82005
l
Up-dated estimates of
by activity branches'
hourly labour costs in industry, brokenl dowrr
Iimited to two-digits NACE-classes.
t
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5. IIORKPLAN:
ts2003
1978 survey under processing at, EUROSTAT
- first results to be published early in 198I
- complete results to be published in I98L
1981 survey under preparation
- Draft-Council regulation subnitted.
82005
Up-dated estimates of labour costs in year t are prepared upon receipt
of completed questionnaires (t + to rnonths). Extension to services will
be made as soon as possibJ.e.
6. 4ndANCrNG:
82003
Yes (contribution based on the nunber of units surveyed).
82005
No.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
82003
Very hearry in tenrns of data collectLon (to be done by Menber states).
Heavy in terms of planning, prograrnming and execution (to be done by
EUROSTAT).
B2@5
Moderate.
B. WORKING GROTJP:
One meetlng planned for 1981
9. DTSSEMTNATTON:
CRONOS: B2@3: No
B2OO5: Planned for 1981
t
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Publication 1981:
Code 363: "Labour costs 19?8 - Principal results"
Code 364: "Labour costs L?TB --Structrrre of costs and regional
results"
Code 36C: "Earnings and labour costs in industtyi I L97A-79i
rr 1979-80".
Code 36D: "Labour costs L978 - Principal results"
C,cde 368: "Labour costs 1978: a) structure, b) region".
h
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE- 92 - Wages, incomes and social protection statistics
TITI4t Labour costs statistics
- Annual surveys in iron and steel industry (ECSC)
PROJECT NUMBER: B2OO4
1. INTRODUCTION:
Annual surveys of labour costs ln the iron and steel industry (ECSC)
have been carried out since 1953. From the reference year 1978 the
Cornmunity questionnaire used for these surveys has been brought into
line with the scope, concepts and definitions used for the three-
yearly Community sur eys in industry and services (see Project B2oO3).
2. SOURCE:
Introduced by lligh Authority ECSC, demands from DGs V and III.
3. AIM:
To provide the Commission with specific information on wages and
labour cost requj-red to assess the socj"al condltions in the lron and
steel industry of Member States.
4. DESCRIPTION:
Surveys of all iron and steel enterprises or establishrrents conducted
by competent employersr organisations on the basis of a Corununity
questionnaire. The detailed rnethods for ttre inquiries are harrpnized
with those applied to the three-yearly surwey of labour costs in
industry and services.
5. WORKPLANT
Annual survey results (completed questionnaires), are received with a
delay of t + 10 nronths and are processed for publication in rapid
information notes and l-n the EUROSTAT Iron and Steel bulletln.
6. FINANCING:
No.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Heavy for firms surveyed. Moderate with regard to processing and
publication by EUROSTAT.
I
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8. TORKING GROUP:
Yes
9. DISSEMINATION:
CROI{OS: No
Publication 1981: Code 36F: "Labour costs in the iron and gteel
industry L979".
3
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UNIT RESPONSTBLE: 82 - Wages, incomes and social protection statistics
TITLE: Survey of structure of earnings
PFOJECT NtMBERz B2aO6 - Survey L978/79
B2OO7 - Progranrdng of future surveys
1. INIRODUCTIOII:
The surveys of the structure and distribution of earnings, which forms
part of the set of comparable statl-stics of earnings at Community
Ievel, aim to establish the statlstical relationship between the
earnings and particular characteristlcs of the employee or of the
enterprise or establishrnent whLch ennploys him. These surveys can heJ-p
to explain to what extent the differences in earnings observed in
different activities and in dLfferent countries can be attributed to
dlfferences in the structure of tlre labour force. They are particularly
usefuL for measuring and analysing dLfferences betreen men's and
vlomenr s earnings.
Due to the gradual changes whlch occur in the structure of the labour
force, the survey needs to be repeated after a certain period and, as
a rule, a six-yearly frequency has been applied in the past (L966,
I L972/74, L978/791. present thinktng polnts towards increased ftexibilityin the organization of thls type of survey work and a period of
research will be requlred to be able to achieve the best possible
comblnation of user and supplLer demands and avaiLable resources.
SOURCE.:
Demands from DG V, DG fI, ffl and XVI, Article 2L3 of the Treaty,
specific CounciL regulations for each survey.
AIM:
To provide the Commission with the necessary information to enable it
to discharge the fr:nctions laid on it by the Treaty, suppJ.ementing and
explaining the LnformatLon on trends and structures of wages and
Iabour costs available from other Comunity statistlcs.
4. DESCRTPTION:
82005
Survey of the structure and distribution of earnings in industry, and
services (wholesale and retail dlstribution, banking and insurance),
carried out in L978/79, covering gross earnlngs, characteristLcs of
the labour force (sex, age, professLonal
2.
3.
t
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9uaU-f ication'
each emploYee
enterprise or
B2AO7
Yes.
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
Moderate.
WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
length of service), the number of paid hours horked by
with breakdown by activity, regJ-on and siae of the
establistunent.
5.
study work analysing possibilities of reducing the survey effort while
maintaining essential survey results and irnproving the reguJ-arity of
the data collection. In collaboration with interested DG's it is
planned to conduct expert studies followed by detatled examinations by
the competent working Party.
WORKPI,AN:
B.2c,c,6
processinq of L978/79 survey resultg and preparation of a prlnted
publication containing principal results, Whil-e detailed results will
be available on microfiche and tape' $tirst provisional resultg wLll-
also be published hy country in rapLd informatlon notes' to appear as
soon as processed data become available'
B2@7
Expert studies to be launched early in 1981
budget) .
FIIiIjANCING:
(lst tranche of 1981
82006
yes.
B2c,07
n6.
B2c,c,6
Very heavy in terms of data collection (approx. 4 million employees)r,
validation and processing of aggregated results.
82o,07
8.
r
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9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publication l98I: Code 365: "Structure of earnlngs L978/79"(3 volumes)
Code 35G: "structure of earnings L978/79"(5 to 6 editions)
Microfiches and magrnetic tapes: complete results.
I
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE: 82 - Wages, incomes and social protection statistics
TITLE: Survey of earnings of permanent manual workers in aqriculture
PROJECT NUMBER: B2OOB
I. INTRODT'CTION:
SLatistics of earnings of pennanent manual workers in agriculture for
aLi Mernber States have been collected annually since L974 by means of
a Community survey organized on the basis of a Courrcil Requlation. Ttre
t-echnical details of the scope and other characteristlcs of the survey
have been worked out by the competent Working Group. fhree full scale
inquiries carried out in L974, 1975 and 1976 have been followed by
three "light" surveys limited to male workers and a reduced number of
cross-classifications. In 1980, another full scale survey has been
organized. Further surveys wiII be bi-annual from 1982 onwards.
z. S9URCE:
Specific Council regulations
surveys will be organlzed on
for each survey up to J-98O; from 1981,
the basis of a Council directive.
3. AIM:
To provide users with information on the level and breakdown of hourly
earninqs in agriculture not avaj-Iable from national sources.
4. DESCRIPTTON:
The survey is conducted by sampling among agricultural holdings
employing manual workers. Normally the survey is carried out by
interviewing the owner of the holding. fhe objective is to determine'
for a specific reference period in September, October or November, the
levet and breakdown Of hourJ-y earnings, with respect to certain
characteristics relatlng to pemanent full time workers and to the
holdings in which they are ernpJ-oyed (sex, age, vocational qualification,
provision of benefits in kind or not, size class of the holding,
nature of the activity and region). fn addition, the survey collects
information on numbers employed and hours worked in the reference
period.
t
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5. woPfipr.aN:
- 
Processing and publication of l98O survey results
- Preparation of legal basis (directive) for future surveys as
permanent data collection scheme.
6. FINANCTNG:
ves (lump sun contribution based on number of holdings surveyed) for
surveys up to 1980, beyond 1980 Cormunity financing should gradually
discontinue.
7. VOLUI{E OF WORK:
Moderate in terms of data processing and publication.
B. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No.
Publication 1981: Code 362: "Earnings Ln agriculture 1980"
Code 368: "Earnings of permanent manual workers in
agrlculture in 1980".
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE I 82 - Wages, incomes and social protection statistics
TITLE: Integrated social protection statistics (ESSPROS)
PROJECT NtfiBER: B2O1O: Part I: Receipts and e:<penditure
82011: Part II: Number of persons protected and
benefits
B2oL2: Analysis of types of benefj-ts
1. INTRODUCTICE{:
When the Cqnmission asked for data on social e:<penditure the first
available source of inforrnatlons was the "social securi-ty" statlstics.
These were compiled by each country independently according to their
own needs and possibilities. on the other hand, such data were largely
dependant on both the national legislation and hisLorlcal developments.
ft has not been possible to present these national statistics in a
sunmary form because of insufficient cmparability. For this reason it
was decided to apply a new approach in order to achieve:
- independance from administrative, Iegal or purellt institutlonal
criteria;
- complete coverage of a precisely defined field of "socialprotection" e:<tr>enditures ;
- supply to users of data based on a statistical framework tailored
to their needs.
The new system was originally called "Social accounts" because lt was
limited to receipts and expenditure transactions. Following the
decj-sion to include also data on the nrrrnber of protected persons and
benefits, the project title was changed to: "European System of
Integrated Social Protection Statistics" (ESSPROS) .
ESSPROSS consists of two distinct parts:
a) a basj-c definition of the social protection expenditure;
b) a set of classi-fi-cations (schenes; nature of the expenditure;
nature and sector of origin of the receiptsi category, function
and type of benefits);
c) the statistics are drawn up in strict accordance with the
principles of the European System of Integrated EconomLc Aecounts
(ESA).
I
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Criteria of Part II data need to be further developed before the
can be organized.
As a first step, according to a decision taken by the Working Group,
Mernber States are to supply the statistical information available from
national sources for the following firnctions: Sickness, Old age,
Survivors, Maternity, Fanily and Unemplolzment.
2. souRcE:
B20lo
Demand of DG v(May L962) to set up a franework for a European Social
Budget. Confirmation by the Councll (9 Novenber L972) that the ttren
"Social accounts" must constitute the basis of the "European Social
Budget".
B20Il
Decision of Council Group on Social questions of 19 October L97L,
demands from DG V.
B2OL2
Dectsj-on of Workj.ng Group following an EUROSTAT proposal to improve
ES$PRoS data analysis.
3. AIM:
To provide the Commission with the necessary information to enable it
to discharge the functions lal-d on lt by the Treaty, notably in
Articles I17 anil lI8.
4. DESCRIPTION:
82010
Soc,iaf protection statistics as defined by ESSPROS - Part f conprise
statistics of social expenditure and of the receipts from which
expenditure is financed. Errpenditure is broken down according to
nature and object, receipts according nature and source. Benefits
which account for the major part of expendLtures are broken down by
category, function and type.
Both expenditure and receipts are also broken down by schernes. Data
are supplied annually on the basLs of a Community guestionnaire (set
of tables) by the competent government institutions of Member States.
82011
Social protectS.on statl-stics as defined by ESSPROS - Part rI (Dtetho-
dology to be developped) contains the folLowing breakdowns:
a) number of protected persons by category (agre, sex, status, etc.)
b) number of beneficiairies by category (age, sex, etc.)
c) number of soclal protection benefits by type, rate' etc.
t
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B.2AL2
Analysis and conclusions frorn the findlngs of individual country
reports drawn up in f978. On the basis of this analysls it is lntended
to revise the breakdown of benefits by fi:nction and the contents of
certain schemes.
5. WORKPLAN:
82010
- current manual processing of annual data
- Preparation of cotuputer-processing
- Preparation and digsemination of results by way of rapid
information note
- 
preparation of a printed publication containing detailed reeults
- continuation of complementary methodological studies-
82011
- Continuation of preparatory work to establish a minimum progr4lllttrc
according to the decision of the DGINS Conference and the Working
Party
- Organisation of regular data collection.
B2OL2
Expert study to establish a synthesis of nine analytical reports on
types of benefits and their classification by functi.on and scheme.
6. FINANCING:
82010 )
B2OII ) no
B2OL2 : yes
7. VOLUME OF WORK:
B20lo
ifrEllppfication of the new methodology will dernand, at least in the
first years, a considerable anount of controls, bilateral contacts,
testing, etc.
B20ll
ffiiTotume of work represented by the realization of the second part
of ESSPROS cannot vet be estinated
B2OL2
Giilid"rable after completlon of the expert study.
t
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8, ITORKING GROUP:
Yes
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: B2O1O : yes (in preparation) - SIPS
82011 )
B2OL2 ) no
Publication I98I: Code 35C: "Social Protection (ESSPROS - Part I)
recelpts and expenditures - results
L979-L979".
I
t
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UNIT RESPONSIBLE I 82 - Wages' incomes and social protection statistics
TITIjE: Industrial accidents and diseases statistics - Iron and steel
industries
PK)JECT NI]MBER: 82013, Annual survey of industrial accidents
B2OL4, Supplementary survey of industriai accj-dents
L. INTRODUCTION:
82013
In 1959 the Working Party on Industrial Accident statistics in the
lron and steel Industry was commissioned by the Joint comittee on
Industrial safety and Medicine of t]"e ECSC High Authority to
investigate practical and easily applicable nethods of conduction a
systematic survey and evaluation of data on occupational injuries.
Special lmportance was attached to two basic objecLives:
(i) ensuring that the data were as far as possible comparable;(ii) preparation of statistics that be valuable in the field of
accident prevention.
zurthermore, the survey was to include measurement of the degree of
accident risk based on frequency and severity. Ttre basic definitions
and standards used were derived from those recoxnmended by the ILO and
the International conferences of Labour statisticians.
F2OT4
In consideration of demands from DG V and following pilot inguiries
carried out in 1965 and Lg]O, the competent Working Party decided to
organize a supplementary survey on the circunstances of industrial
accidents in the iron and steel industry Ln L978/79, covering
information about the victim, his place of work and the type and
material agency of the accident.
SOURCE:
Joint Committee on fndustriat Safety and Medicine (ECSC), demands from
DG III aNd V.
AIM:
provide the competent services of the Commission with the information
required to carry out its functions (cf. Art. 46' par. 5 of the ECSC-
Treaty) .
n
1
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' 4. DESCRTPTToN:
t
B2OL3
The survey covers, i-n principle, all steel enterprises in the European
Community. A11 workers, manual and non-manual, with the exception of
apprentices, dealing with products covered by the ECSC treaty are
included. A11 fatal accidents and all non-fatal accidents leading to
an absence from work of at least one day, which occurred during the
survey year (1 January to 31 December) r irr€ recorded.
The results for each country are aggregated according to the size of
the enterprises, measured by the total workforce employed, whether
not the.y deal with products cover re
grouped into seven size-classes.
B?OL4
ttrE-supptementary surveys cover the sane field as the annual surveys.
For the L97S/79 survey, the r:nit surveyed is the accident victim(questionnaire No. f) and the establlshment participating in the
survey (questionnaire No. 2') .
5. toRKPr,AN:
82013
- Processing of I98O results to be published bry the end of 1981
- Preparation of the 1981 survey.
B?OL4
FETcation of the results of ilte 1978/79 survey.
6. FINANCING:
No.
7. VOLUII{E OF WORK:
Moderate in terms of data processlnq at EUROSTAT.
8. WORKING GROTJP:
Yes
9. DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No.
Publication 1981:
ffiria1accidents-ironandsteelindustryLg77-Lg7g
- 
results of the annual surveys".
Code 35B: "fndustriaL accidents - iron and steel industry L978/79
results of the supplementary survey".
t
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UNIT RESPOITISIBLE: 92 - WAqCS, iNCOMES and social protection statistics
'I'IIIILE: Industrial accidents and diseases statistics - ALI industriesFatal industrial accidents
PROJBCT NUMBER: 82015
i. INTRODUCTIOilJ:
Originating from demands from DG V in 1965, and in collaboration with
the competent institutions of Menber States, a progranme for the
collection of conparable statistical information on industrial
accidents ln the industry of the EEC has been set up bY EUrcSTAT. In
L966, it was decided to carry out two "test" inquiries, the flrst (in
the paper and pulp industry) in order to deternine whether existingr
natlonal statistics could be harmonlzed; the second (glass, and rubber
industries) in order to make a pilot application in other industries)
in order to make a pilot application in other industries of the survey
techniques already erployed ln the iron and steel industry. For
priority reasons, work in ttris field has been suspended until 1980
when, following a Council Resolution passed in 1978, on an action
prograrme of the EC on safety and health at rrcrk, it was resumed by
the competent Worklng Group which agreed that:
2. SOURCE:
in the first instance, the scope of these Community statlstics
should be restrl-eted to fatal accidents
the methodology and the necessary statistical data should be
deveJ-oped without resource to specific Cor:ncil legislation.
Demand from DG V, Council Resol-ution of 29 June 1978.
t
{ AIM:
Supp1y the Conmission with
out its tasks in the field
statistical infor:nation required to carry
of industrial safety.
4. DEE9RIPTI9N'
According to preliminary consideration of the Working Group, statistics
of fatal industrial accidents in EEC lndustries should comprise the
following criteria:
f
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- 
Occupational categories: Enlrloyees, whettrer manual or non-m;rnual,
working for an employer, whether public or private
- Characterlgticsr - Age and sex of victl-m
- 
Nature and bodLly location of inJury suf,fered
- Type and naterial agent of accident
- 
Posslbly also: tirne and place of accLdent
5. I{ORKPLAIiI:
- 
processing of national data startlng ln l-97O already submitted
by Menleer States
- 
Metho&logical work to lryrove harrcnization
6. FINANCING:
No.
7. VOLUME OF I{ORK:
Considerable'both in terns of methodological development and data
processing.
8. lfoBllr,NG GRCTP:
Yes.
9, DISSHTIINATION:
CRONOS: No.
Publication I9g1; To be determined at a later stage'
l
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Dlvlsion n3
PRTCE SI'R\TETS AI'ID CONSUUER PRICE INDICES
t
Hugo KRIiINSE-IOCKER
r
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UNIT T4FPoNSIBLE: 83 I
TITLE: Calculatton of Purchaslng
"-._ rcP proJect of the tlNl
PRO'JE_qT- NU.MBER: B3oOl
power parities; participation in the
Methodst Classification
1. TNTROpUCTTO!:
The work in ttris field is based on price data collected in 1970,
1975 and 1980. For 1980 EUROSTAT does not only coordlnate this work
for the Member Countries, but also for Spain, Portugal and Isra€l;
npreover in the frarnework of ttre ICP close contacts have been established
with Austria which will also be included in the comparison carried
out by EURoSTAT. rllhe increasl-ng need for yearly estirrations in the
cominl years will require devel.opment of procedures for regular
upaating of the ppp's on an aggregated and disaggregated level (see
AL - project AIOO3).
In the framework of ICP phase IV ttre UNSO has requested EUROSTAT to
coordinate a comparison for Afrlcan countries: seven French speaking
countrles will carry out the data collection in spring 1981; an
extention to eight English-speaktng countries is now under preparation(see E2 Project E2oo6).
SOI,IRCE:
Decision of the comnission withl-n the framework of economic policy
as an indlcator of relative economic welfare; investigation of relative
world price level and levels of economic wel-fare under the auspices
of the United Nations and ttre lrlorld Bank.
3. 4rM:
To express the maj-n aggregates of natlonal accounts relative to flows
of gooas and services in units which take into account the differences
tn irre purchasing povter. To cpnPare purchasing power betrffeen countrj'es'
a. osscRIJtJPl,I:
.',/nthesis of data col-Iected by a series of price surveys:
- 
prices of household consumer goods and servlces
- 
prices of fixed capital fornation gtoods
- 
prices of non market servlces-
t
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Use of available consumer price indices for updating purposes. The
synthesis of price data is carried out on the basis of detailed
expenditure data relative to domestic final use.
For the African project the coordination of the work and the
processing of data is done by EUROSTAT-
5. WORKPLAN:
Starting from 1980 benchrnark surveys, annual synthesis of price data
and price indices in order to provide annual estimations of PPP.
For the African projects: organisatiion of assistance, meetings and
processing of data collected; calculation of PPPrs.
5. FTNANCTNG:
See project number E2OO6
7. vot,um oF lloRK:
Moderate for EUROSTAT; work is divided between Units 83, A1 and E2;
npderate for Menber Countrles.
8. WORKING GROUP:
Yes.
9. DTSSEMINATION:
CRONOS: No
Publication 1981: no (publ-ication later forseen).
?
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TINIT RESPONSIBI,E; 83 II
TIfLlr Price surveys and consluer
PffiJECT NIIMBER: B3OO2
price indlces
83003
83004
83005
1. TMTRODUCTIO{:
- Price surveys:
EUROSTAT has organized Since the sixties surveys of prices of
comparable products collected bry ttre Menber Countries. The purpose was
first, to disseninate regularJ.y average prices of comparable products
between corrntries, but sLnce 1970 a gecond aim became more important
which was related to ttre ICP proJect of the United Nations Statistical
offlce:the estLmation of purchaslng Polder paritles.
T6e price collection has been confined to consrser goods and services
but has to be extended to other expenditure categories of GDP;
investnent and pqbli,c consurqrtLon. Average prices have been disseminated.
During the last six years the maLn effort of the work in the fiel-d of
purchasing poyrer paritles has been concentrated on the years 1975 and
198Q, because for EUROSTAT ag welL as UNSO these two years were
gonsidered as benchnark years for which full scale price surveys had
to be carried out and complete sets of detailed weights had to be
collected in order to calculate PPPrs and real values both for GDP and
its main components and on a detal-led level. of aggregation.
For the intermediate years tlre work was confined to the preparation of
the lg8o benchmark prtce sur\feys i fot tJ:is purpose partial price
surveys hrere carried out f,or gome difficul-t areas in order to obtain
better results in tggO compared with 1975. For thLs purpose price
surveys were carried out Ln L977 (consumer durables) , L978 (clothing
and footwear) and 1979 (furnLture).
Since the publication of the L975 results purchasing power parities
have been applied in the National Aecounts Yearbook and it has become
clear that Ennual updatlng of the parLties is an important requirement.
;
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consrrner Price indices:
Besidesregularpublicationofthetotalconsumerpriceindiceson
fnnthty base, ttrere has been an agreement to disseminate also more
detailed indlces according to a conrnon classification' Furttrernore
nationalpriceindiceshavebeencollectedaccordingtoacorunon
classification system in order to enabl-e the annual updating of
purchasing Power Parities.
SOURCE:
For purpose of the commission (pG rr' rlr, IY, v' vr' xvr and consunerprotection services) and Member Countries requirement'
A.IM:
The prices collected are used for two purposeg: to calculate
purchasingpo\ferparitiesandrealvaluesofthedonesticfinaluses
of national accounts, and to publish arrerage prices of comparable
products for the Member countries, within the ruLes of confidentiality'
DESCRTPTION:
Ttre nork for the next five year period (1981-1985) will be a reguJ-ar
updatlng of the 19go purchasi.ng polter paritles and regular dlssemination
of average prlces. fG year 1980- constituted a benchmark year in which
full scale price surveys were carltied out:
the
2.
3.
4.
,
- for household consumPtion :
- for equipment goods :
- for buil.dings and civil engineering:
- for collective consumptlon :
about 7OO Products
about 22a goods
20 buitdtngs or works
average saLaries for 16
Jobs.
For the next years the programme of workinq will include:
-pricecollectionfordisseminationofaveragepricesofaboutone
hundred products;
- 
annuaL price surveys reLating to a benchmark year to test the
reliability of upditi.ng by neans of price indices. These price
Eurveys wilL be carried out in conJunction with the national
statistical services or with the help of technical experts;
- extention of consumer price indices to be p,bllshed'on a
comparabtrebaseandinprovementofttreseindicesforpurposeof
extrapolatton of purchasing power parities'
f
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5. WORKPLAN:
- 
Price surveys
The annuar workload witl include updating of product selection and
theirspeciflcationrpricesollection,introductionofthenostrecent
weiqhts, caLculatlon ;f t}Ie PPP'S as well as the estimation of PPP
over time and a ctrresponding consLstent temporal price index'
- Price dl-sseminatlon
Annual publlcation of about one hundred average prices for comparable
products.
- Price indices
Improvenent of price indLces used for updating PPPrs'
6. FINANCING:
Yes, credits for studies.
VOLUI'IE OF WORK:
I
7.
8.
a)
execution of prlce surveys demand a considerable
for EUROSTAT and the national statistical services'The PreParation 
and
amount of r*ork both
?TORKING GROUPT
Yes.
DISSEMINATION:
CRONOS.: SEF ICGi
Publication L98I:
PAPI
Code 271:
Code 272t
"Congumer Prices'
"llultilateral measurements
po\rer paritles and GDP in
of purchasing
real terms".
I
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UNII RESPONSIBLE: 83 III
TITLE: FanilY Budget SurveYs
PROJECT NUMBER: 83006
I. TMTRODTICTTON:
In the field of fanily budget surveys, a conmunity survey has been
carried out in Lg63/Lg64. SLnce tlten efforts have been concentrated on
sone hanrpnj.zation of the national fanlty budget surveys carried out
by Member Countries.
For the monent these surveys are carried out or under preparation for
a year around L98o; EunoslrAT has set up a number of standarized tables
derived from the national sulilt€ys alnlng at a pr:blication of the main
comparable resuLts for all Member countries. Furthetmore methodological
studies lrave been carried out and results have been pubt-ished for the
Menber Countrles.
2. SOURCE:
Requirement from DG V.
3. AIM: t
Ttre main Purpose is to present coparable data for the Menber
Countries ot- *orr"1r*r d<pendlture. These figures are particular used
in the frarnerprk of purchasing power parJ'ties'
DESCRTPTION:
The national surveys are taken as a starting point for a certain
nurober of comparable tables. The harmonization is coneentrated on
concepts and classiflcations used and tlre purpose is to enable
countries, without additional questions to derive the harrcnized data
required.
WORKPLAIII:
consits of a comparative studlr of national nethodologry ln the field of
farnily budget surveys and the establishment of a set of harmonized
tables.
FINAIICING:
No, excePt for studies.
t
4.
5.
6.
n
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7. tlpFgr.rE oP wPqK:
ppmandofworkbothforEusosTATandforthenationalstatistica]-
of ficeg ls'llnj'ted.
8. IMNKIM| GFOUF:
ues,
9. DI$SEMINATIONTi-1_
9n$lo,s: no
Fublication I98l: tlo (Irubllcation later forseen) '
'il
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1.
2.
DIRECTORATE B - 1981 PUBLICATIONS
fhsnte 2: IIATIONAt ACCOUNIS, FINAIiICE AIiID BALANCE OF PAlli{ENTS
7. Prices
27I Consumer prices in EC countries 1980
272 Multilateral measurements of purchasJ.ng powerparities and GDP in reaL terms
27A Consurner prlce indices - rapid infomation
Theme 3: POPULATfON AlilD SOCIAL CCINDITIONS
Population
311 Demographic statistics
Social conditions
32L Social Indicators 
- selected serLes322 Social and economic role of the famiJ-y r
323 The handicapped and theLr emplolznent
324 Life at work (eual"itative enquiry 19gO)
Education and training
331 Education and traini-ng
33A Education and training
332 'Training and employnent Lg79
Enployrnnt
341 Emplolment and unemployment
342 EmpLolrnent and unemplolment 
- rapid information343 UnempJ-olaent 
- rcnthly bulletin344 Definitions of registered unemploynent
345 Labour Force 
- L973-75-77-79346 t{orking time
347 Transition from school to rorking tife -
methodology
34A Erylolnoent in the ECSC iron and steel industry
annual
non-periodic
montlrly
annual
annua].
non-period:lc
non-periodic
non-periodic
annual
irregular
non-perLodl-c
annual
irregrular
monthly
non-periodic
non-perlodLc
annual
non-periodic
nonthly
t
3.
4.
{
I
:
I
i
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5. SociEI Protection
358
Industrial accidents - Iron and steel
industry L977-79 - results of the annual survey
Industrial accidents - Lron and steel
industry 1978/79 - results of the supplementary
survey
35C Social Protection (SESPFS - Part I)
- recelpts arrd expenditure - final results L979
- 
provisional- results 1980
ER{nings
361 HourlY earnings - Hours of work
362 Earnings in agrS-culture - 1980
363 Labour costs - principal results
364 Labour costs - structure of costs and
regional results
365 Structure of earnings L978/79 (3 rrcIuutes)
36A Earnings in industry - prlncipal results
368 Earnlngs of permanent manual lvorkers in
agriculture in l98o
Earnings and labour costs in lndustry:
r 1970-19-19i r.r 1970-1980
Labour costs L978 'princlpal results
Labour costs 1978
a) Structure
b) Regions
36F' I'abour costs in the iron and
L979
36G Structure of earnings 1978/79
35A
6-
steel industry -
(5 to 6 editlons)
annual
irregular
L/2 yearLy
L/2 yearLy
annual
non-periodic,
non-periodic
non-periodic
L/2 yearLy
annual
annual
non-periodic
non-periodic
annual
non-periodic
36C
36D
368
I
N0ryFiPubLlcations having a fignrre as the last character of the code nurnber
4re published by the office for official Pr:btications and are
distributed through no:mal channels.
publications having a letter as the last character of the code number
are lnternal publLcations of the Statl-stical Office. These are
docurnents prirrarily intended for the serlrices of the Commissl-on and
the other European institutions. In certain cases and at the discretlon
Of the sections responsible for their coiltents these internal
pubtications are made avaitable to profe$sional bodies and national
adnlnistrations v*rich collaborate close1Y with the office. They can be
qpnsulted at the Information offices of tlte comission.
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woRKrNGl GROqPS ON DEUOGRAPHTC AND S&rAt STATTSTTCS
(Posltion as at 1.I.1981)
1. DerographLc statistlcs
2. HousinE stati.stics
3, Edusatlon and trainl.ng statLstl-cs
4. Ersllolment statlstlc$
* subrgroup: Unenplolment statistics
- sub-group: Iron and steel ln&lstry
5. Labour force saqrle surttrey
6. Social Lndlcators
7. wages statistLca
8. Social protectLon statlstlce
9. occtryatlonal accidents EEC industriee
lq. Oceq)ational accidents - iron and steel industry
L1. Price Btatlstlcs
1?. Fatnlly budgets
13. cormon index (artlclsE 6lt & 65'' gt&f,f, requlatlons)
ApproxLnate normal
nulrber of meetings
per year
I
less than I
I
1
I
I
I
I
2
l
1
2
I
l-
t
t
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coMMJNrrY SECONmRY LFGTSTATTON
oN. DEIIIoGRAFHTC AIID SOCrAr, STATTSTTCS
(Posltion as at I.1.1981)
1.
2. Council
on the conrPilatlon
L4.2.L976)
cll
on the organizatlon
19Bl (oJ L 24/L of
EEC) No 195 8L of 2a
of a sanple
28.L. r98r)
survey of manpower
tion No 311176 of 9 FebruarY 1976
of statistics on forefqn workers (OJ L 39/L of
general poPulation censuses
France bY Council Directlve
of 3.3.1980).
(oJ L 347/50 of
(90/7L/EEC' of
(*)
tJ:e Spring of
1981
t
3.
5.
4. gogncil 4gqulation LEEC) No 3ll?/8o- of 27 NoYenber 1?8o
;erating E@f a survey on the earnings of permanent
wQrkers employed in agriculture (oJ L 326/6 of 2.L2.198O)
ciI 78 of 6 March l-978
GGtinE to trre organization of a banking and insurance
of 6 March 1978
in industry,(o.t L 68/L of
6. Council
survey of earnlngs in industrY,
banking and lnsurance (oJ L 68/3 ofwholesale arrd retall distribution,
ro,3.1978)
(*) This regulation call-s for ttre organization of a sufvey in 1981'
renewinE those ordered tn 1979 by Council Requlation (EEC) No 327/79
pf 19 february Lg7g, tn 1977 by Council Regulatio:r (EEC) No 2877/76 of
23 ,.rovenber tgl1 and in 1975 by Corrncil Regulation (EEC) No 2640/74 of
15 october L974.
whqlesale and retait dlstribution,
lo.:. 1978)
I
i
Council Directive (73/4O3
on the synchronizatLon of
L7.L2.1973), modlfted for
26 March 1980 (oJ L 90/44
80
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}'oRKoFSTATISTICAIINTERESTINofIIERDIRECToRATtsS-GENERAL
B*o5o Social securlty in agriculture
B*O51 Industrial accldents in coal mlning
B*o52 Eurotrlean social budget
Bto53 Statistlcs on foreign workers
ts,*o54 unebPlolment and vacancles
Bdo55 ECSC errplolnnent statl'stics
8*056 Econonic aspects of health
B*a57 Accidents in sea fishing
B*o58 Coaplementary education statlstic" 
.
B*42aAccidentsoccurringotherthanatworkorontheroads t
r
8I
I
'
I
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DG V ErnPloErent And Soclal Affalfs
B*O5o Sogial security in agriculture
r. rIlEoP9grion:
Statistical information or estimates f,or social security in agricul-
ture and financing of schenes in the Menber countries of the
Conmunities.
2. SOURCE:
Conmission, in accordance with a three-year uandate issued by the
Council in 1976.
3. AiM:
To provide baslc statistlcaL material for the irnplenentation of
the Comrron Aqrlcultural PolicY'
a. 4PscRrPrlON:
The natipnal delegations are reguired to send inthe following
information to the Comnlssion:
- each Ye.ar
statistical information (or estimates) on expenditure and revenue
relating to social security in agriculture over ttre past two
years i
- 
every tvlo Years:
either a report on the legislatlon in force in t]-is field onrffi'
or an updated version of this report'
5. WORIGT,AN:
At the end of the three years allowed for the terms of reference it
i s expected that tlre work mentioned Ln par. 4 above will no longer
be carried out on an annual basis but only every 3 years (or every
5 years)'.
I
r
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DG v Etnplo\rutent and Social Affalrs
B*o51 Industrlal eccidents ln 
.CoaL Mi.ning
I. INTRODUCTION:
These statistics are collected each year to provide guantitative
inforrnation on industrial safety in ttre coal' mines'
2. SOI]RCE:
cornnission j-n accordance wlth council mandate of July 1957.
3. IIM:
To aid the Mines safety and t{ealth corsnission to follow the
development of industrLal safety on a conaparable basis in the
Member States.
4. DESCRTPTION:
ttre statistics are collected from tfre ainoinistration of the coal
mines in eaCh country. Ttrey are broken down by the clrcumstances
of ttre accident, the site of the inJury and severity (death,
absence of 4-2O days, rcre tha.n 56 days).
5. WORKPLATII:
Contlnuous.
t
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DG V llmptoyment and Social Affairs
B*O52 Eulopean Socia1 Bqdget
1. XNTRODUCTION:
Medium-term forecasts of e:<penditur€ and revenue for social security -
in a first phase - gradually extending to all fields connected with
soci-al policy. Forecast based on social securlty accounts.
2. SOT]RCE:
Commission - in accordance with various mandates received from the
Qouncil in I97O, L972, 1976 and 1978 (third European Social Budget).
3. ATM:
Dosument intended to provide the most important information on the
medium-term trends in social security (fLrst patrse) - and to help
natlonal or Cornnunity auttrorities to take dicisions in this field.
4. OEFCRTFTTON:
A workschedule for the drafting of the European Social Budget was
drawn up in Novenber 1972, followed by the first European Social
Budget (f97o-1975) in 1974. The second European Social Budget (L976-
. 
fgBO) vras passed to tJre Cor:ncil in 1978. Ttre Commission has received a
pandate to put forward prop,osals for a third European Social Budget
once it has evaluated ttre experlence gained from the seond European
Social Budget.
5. WORKPLAN:
The preparation of a third European Socia1 Budget - work scheduled for
1981 - will be the sr:bJect of a proposed set of terms of reference
which the Comnlssion wilL fonrard to the Council during the first half
of 1981. The Statistical Offfice and DG II (Economic and Financial
Affairs) wi1 be associated with the rprk involved for DG V.
T
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B*O53
Eq>lolzment and Social Affai{s
Statistics on f'oreign W.orkers'
3.
1. INTRODUCTION:
In order to inform the specialised national emplolznent services and'/or
thegovernlDentsaswellastheAdvisoryCogrnitteeandtheTechnical
conmittee on Free Movement of Workers and their Employment, the
commission cotlects the availabte statistics concerning foreign
workers.
2. SOURCE:
commissiotr, oD the basis of infonnation supplied by the Member states'
AIM:
According to Article 19 of Regrulation L6L2/68, the Commission has to
establish an annual rePort on the situation on the labour market, with
special reference to the movement of foreign workers: for this report'
statistical background inforrntion on ttre situation of foreign
workers is necessary.
DESCRTPTION:
ffre various Mernber Countries still compile their statistj-cs of foreigh
workers according tp different methods and definitions and at
different intervals. The statistics deal with the nunber of foreign
employeesinemplolrnent,thenewarrivals(placings)andthenumber
of unlmployed foreeigners. Most statistics of foreign workers are
broken down by nationality and industrial branches'
WORKPLAIiI:
Continuing, until definltive application by the Statistical Office
according of regulation (EEC) No 311/76 concerning compiling of
statistics on foreign workers. Ttris application is foreseen not later
than 5 years fron ttre entry into force of the regrulatiol , i.e. by
March 1981.
t
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DG \t E{plpyment and social Affairs
B*o54 UnemPl.olment and vacancies
I. INTRODUCTION:
These statistics are collected, compiled and updated in order to
describe the most recent situation regarding unemployment and job
vacancies in all the varlous sectors of the economy'
2. SOURCE:
conmisslon, ofl the basis of statistics provided by national employment
services or statisticaL offices'
3. $_I!vt:
To inform the services of tj.e cormission' ad-hoc working groups and
otherusersofstatisticsofthedevelopmentofthelabourmarket
in the l{ember States.
a. pEEC.RIPTON:
Ttre statlstics on unemplolment arrd job vacancies are established
, from standardized natlonal data: unemplolment statistics are broken
down into lndustrial branches and/or professional groups' age-ltroups,
sex and regions.
5. W9RKPLAN:
Collectionofthesestatisticsisnowdoneinclosecollaboration
with the Statistical Office in standardized form (statistical
Telegran on Unemployed issued rnonthly) '
Irrt
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DG v EmPlolment and Social Affairs
B*o55 ECSC Emplgymer-tt statistiqs
I. I}IIRODUCTIOT.I:
Ttre statistics are cmpited in order to rpnitor the development of
emptolrment in the coal, iron and steel industries under different
aspects.
2. SOURCE:
ECSC Treaty.
3. AIM:
To provide the necessary statistical data for the annual report
concerning the coal industry in tlre Connunity, the general objectives
irl the steel industry, the European soclal Fund, the construction of
ho,usinq for the benefit of ECSC workers.
4. DESCRIPTION:
The statistics cover all employeeg (manual, non-mapual and apprentices)
on the payrolls of the enterpriSes and are classlfied by statusT s€x1
age-group, nationality and region' as weLl as bY type of work'
5. WORKPI,AN:
Continuing regular collection and compilation by the Statistical
Office - Special studies for use of the Corutission.
t
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DG V Ernploynent and Socia1 Affairs
8*056 , Ec,qnonic Aspects of. 
-Health
I. INIRODUCTION:
Statistical lnformation or estimates on:
- 
prices and consumption of pharmaceuticaL products
I - resources in medical and paramedical personnel
- er<penditure on health careI 
- new indicators of health
, 
- 
rh€anry" rnedlcal equJ-prent.
2. SOURCE:
Actions implemented by the Connission concerned with Comnunity res-
ponsibility having regard to decisions taken by the Council (Ministers
of Health) on 13 Decenlcer 1977 and 16 Novenber 1978.
3. Ar4:
To provide the basic statistical info:mation reguired to make the
proposals reguested by the Council of Ministers of Health for future
Comunity activities in ttre priority fields mentioned in l. above.
4. DESRIPfION:
A new task undertaken by DG V.
5. wo{KPr.AN:
During the first haLf of 1981 an action prognune on health at
Cormr:nJ.ty level will be submitted to Council. Ttris prograrune wiII
iover the sectors for which ttre statistical needs are mentioned under
t. aborre.
;
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DG V E+Bloynent and Soci.al. Aff,qir,s
B*o57 Accide+ts ln Qea Fishing
1. INThODUCTION:
Analysis of the circumstances of a certain nunber of occqpational
accidents occurring in European comnunity sea fishing In L975/'76'
2. SOURCE:
Ttre Cormrission, in conformity wlth an agreement between qhe llemher
Countries.
3. Ar{:
To collect data on occupational accidents in sea fishing.:with a view
to objective conclusions leading to early pfeventive acti.on'
4. DESCRIPTION:
Data on accldents are collected in each countfy on-a- vo]'qntsary basis
by the nationatr administrations in collaboration with the ship-owner6.
5. WORKPI.AN:
- 
Computer analysis of 1979/Bo data
- 
Transformation of study results into occupational accident
stati-stics.
f
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DG V Research, Science and Educat*on
bt058 Complementary Education statistics
INTRODUCTION:
The central unit of EURYDICE was set up to collect, on request by the
Conunissj-on or national organisations, education statistics beyond the
scope of those collected by EUROSTAT, e.g. handicapped pupils by type
of handicap at various levels of education, students pursuing part or
all of their studies in a higher educalion establishment in another
Member State in which they are non-resident.
SOURCE:
Commission, DG XII
AIM:
To provide Education t'tinistries in Member Countries' the Education
Committee and Community institutions an outline of developments in
sectors of educatLon in which Comnunity action is in progress or
envisaged.
DESCRIPTTON:
National units of EURYDICE collect data from public services' asso-
ciations and pr:blic and private educational institutions. Reports are
prepared at the request of the Commission and can relate to a defined
period or be of a periodic nature. The areas to be J-nvestigated are
defined in Council resolutions of 9.2.L9'16 and 13.L2.L976.
WORKPI,AN:
Data are centralized by the central unit of EURYDICE. Reports are put
at the disposal of the national r:nits of EURYDICE, the Education
Comrnittee and Commission services and disseminated across the EURYDfCE
network.
2.
3.
4.t
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Environment and Consurner Protection Service
B*42o Accidents occurring otlrer than at work gr on ths-roads
I. TNTRODUCTION:
A Corrnr:nity information system on accidents Ln which products are
implicated, other than in connection with occupation or road traffic,
is the subject of a Council proposal contained in document COI{(78) 4O3
(OJ C 252 of 24.L2.1978). The proposal is at present with the COF.EPER,
but it is possible that during l98l the Council w111 decide to carry
out a pilot trial prior to establlshing the fuLl system.
2. SOURCE:
Commission
3. AIM:
To obtain information about the frequency and nature of accidents
caused by consumer products in the home.
4. DESCRIPTTON:
Collection of data on accidents from selected hospitals in Menber
Countries, to be sent to the Comnission for appropriate statlstical |.
treatment. Analysis of the results obtained and possible initiatives
to improve safety in the use of the products concerned.
5. WORKPLAN:
To be defined in relation to the Council's decision.
'b.t
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